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Abstract 
The KK-theory of G.G. Kasparov is now approximately, seventeen years 
old; its power, ut i l i ty and importance have been amply demonstrated. This 
thesis gives the definition of KK-theory and its basic properties. Our program 
is presenting Kasparov's original approach where the product is derived as a 
complicated tensor product-like construction. But we wi l l use the notion of 
connections (introduced by [4]) to define the product and prove the associativity 
of i t on KK-groups. From the calculation of the KK-group KKoh{C, C), we wi l l 
see the complication of KK-groups. The functorial properties of KK-groups are 
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In [9], G.G. Kasparov introduces the KK-theory. One of the principal 
features of the theory are the great generality of the definitions. This generality 
has both advantage and disadvantage. The advantage is that the theory have 
broad applications (see [10], [11]). The disadvantage is that i t is difficult to 
understand the theory. Our goal of this thesis is to deal wi th some of these 
difficulties and make possible for the reader to "get started" wi th the theory. 
In chapter 1, we give some basic knowledgement. Firstly, we introduce 
Hilbert C*-modules, which is used for defining the elements of KK-groups. And 
we show the Stablization theorem, which can make the definitions of the ele-
ments of KK-groups simplify. Secondly, we prove the Kasparov Technical the-
orem. This theorem is needed for the development of Kasparov theory. I t have 
been noted by Skandalis[15] that a simpler version of this result suffices; then, 
N. Higson[8] give a short simple proof of the theorem. 
In chapter 2, we give the definition of the KK-groups and the properties 
of these groups. One of these properties is the functorial properties that the 
KK-groups are bifunctors. In addition, we give the relation of original K-theory 
and Kasparov theory. We also calculate the KK-group KKoh{C, C); we wi l l see 
that the calculation is complicated. 
In chapter 3，the Kasparov product is introduced. This product generalizes 
composition and tensor products of *-homomorphism. And i t is the device used 
to prove all the deeper properties of the KK-groups. The associativity of the 
Kasparov product is see n through the notion of connection introduced in [4, 
Appendix A]. By using these notions, we assume that all C*-algebras are a-
unital. Moreover we prove that all KK-groups are the same when the firstly 




1.1 Hi lber t C*-modules 
Throughout this section, let B be a C*-algebra. Recall [14，p78, 3.12] that 
a multiplier algebra M{B) is the maximal unital C*-algebra containing B as 
an essential ideal. A pair (L, R) of linear mappings on B is called a double 
centra l izer o f B i f L{ab) = L{a)b, R{ab) = aR{b), and L{a)b = aR{b) for a l l a, 
b in B. Then M{B) is *-isomorphic to the set of all double centralizers of B 
(see [14, p21,3.12.4]). The strict topology on M{B) is the topology generated 
by the semi-norms |||x||| 全 ||6rr|| + \\xb\\, for any b in B. Then M{B) is the 
completion of B in the strict topology (see [3, p82, 3.6]). 
Definition 1.1.1 Let B he a (pre-)C*-algehra. A pre-Hilhert module over B is 
a right B-module 8 equipped with a B-valued "inner product", i.e., a function 
(•, •) ： E X S ^"> B with the following properties : 
(1) { x , ay + fiz) 二 a ( x , y) +、/?〈工,z)] 
(2) {x, yb) = (x,y)6; 
(3) {y,x) = {x,y)*; 
(4) {x,x) > 0; if {x,x) = 0, then x = 0; 
where x, y, z e Z, b e B, and a, ^ G C. 
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Define a norm on E by || x ||=|| {x,x) ||全，Vr  G S. IfE is complete (w.r.t. 
I . |人 8 is called a Hilhert B-module. 
Denote {8,8) the closed linear span of the set { { x , y ) \ x,y G 8 ] . 8 is said 
to b e f u l l i f { 8 , S ) = 8. 
Remarks 1.1.2 ( i ) From (1) and (3)，〈.，•〉is conjugate linear in the first 
variable. 
( i i ) (^, 8) is an ideal ofB. 
Proposition 1.1.3 [13, p3, 1.1] IfS is a Hilhert B-module and x, y in 8, then 
{y,oc)* {x,y) < II X ||2 {y,y). 
Hence we have 
I {x,y) II < II X II II y I . 
Remarks 1 .1 .4 Let Bo be a pre-C*-algebra and 8^ be a Hilhert Bo-module. If 
B is the completion ofBo, then we can extend the right Bo-module structure to 
a right B-structure on So; then obtain a Hilhert B-module by taking completion. 
L e m m a 1.1 .5 [13, p5] IfS is a Hilhert B-module and {ui)ieA is an approxi-
mate identity for B, then 
(1) l i m ||x - xuiW 二 0, Vx G 8. Hence xl = x for all x in S , if B is unital. 
(2) JB = e. 
(3) 8{E,E)=e. 
Remarks 1.1.6 I f B is non-unital and B denotes the C*-algebra obtained by 
adjoining 1 to B, then 8 becomes a Hilhert B-module when we define xl 二 x 
for all X in S. 、 
Example 1.1.7 (a) B is itself a full Hilhert B-module with {a,b) = a*b. 
Moreover, any (closed) right ideal in B is a Hilhert B-module. 
(b) Let {Si]i^A be a family of (pre-) Hilhert B-modules. I f A is a finite set, 
then the (algebraic) direct sum ^ieA^i is a Hilhert B-module when we 
define {x,y) = T^iehi^hVi), where x = (a;i)iev and y 二 (2/i)ieA are in 
©ieA&. Write this Hilhert B-module by S^, where n = |A • 
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If A is a infinite set, then we define the set 
®ieA^i = {(xi)ieA： Xi e Si and 1；《£八〈工”工<〉eocists in B}. 
For any {xi)ieA and {yi)i^A in @ieA&,观 define 
{x,y) 二 Y . { x i , y i ) . 
ieA 
Then ®ieA^i is complete w.r.t. the “inner product" and then is a Hilbert 
B-module. In case A is a countable set and each Si — B, denote ® i e A & 
hy^B. 
Definition 1.1.8 Let S and T be Hilbert B-modules. 
We define M{S,J^) to be the set of all mappings T: 8 — T for which there 
is a mapping T*: T — S such that 
〈Ta;，y〉H:r,n/〉，Vx G S, yy G T. 
We call M{E, T) the set of all adjointable mappings from S to T. 
Lemma 1.1.9 [13, p8] Let S, T and G be Hilbert B-modules ； let T G M{8, T) 
andSeM{T,G). 
(1) Every element ofM{8,J^) is a hounded B-linear map. 
(2) T * eM{J',S). 
(3) STe^E,G). 
(4) Moreover, B(£*) =M{8,S) is a C*-algehra. 
Notation Let 8 and T be Hilbert B-modules. For any x in S and y in T , we 
define Sx,y: ^ — ^ by 
^x,y{z) =x、y,z、, 、z G T . 
Lemma 1.1.10 [13, p9-10] Let 8, T and Q be Hilbert B-modules; let x G E, 
y,uG T, V e Q, T e M{S,g) and S G B ( ^ ,：^ ) . Then we have 
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⑴ e.,, G B(^, s) wuhGi,y = ey,z. 
(2) ^x,y ^u,v — ^x{y,u),v 二 ^x,v{u,y)-
(S) TO,^y 二 erz,y. 
( 4 ) ^x,yS 二 化，5"、. 
Denoted by K{T,S)全 Span{e^^y:xe8 andyeJ^} C B ( J ^ , S ) and 
K ( ^ ) = K{S,E) C 难).Then K{S) is an ideal ofM{8). 
Remarks 1.1.11 ( i ) K{B) = B. Indeed, the isomorphism is given by 
Sa,b I~~>a*b) Va, b G B 
( i i ) I f B is unital, then K{B) ^ M{B) 
Lemma 1.1.12 [12, p5, 1.1.10] Let8i be a Hilbert B-module (i = l , 2 j . Then 
K(^1，^) = {T e M{Ei，82) ： TT* e K ( ^ ) } 
Lemma 1.1.13 Let Si and 82 be Hilbert B-modules. For any 7\ in B(<^) and 
any T2 in B(^)； we can define an adjointable map 
Ti e T2: 8i e S2 ~"^ ^1 e ^  ： ei e e2 ~"、Tiei e T2e2, Ve, G Si. 
Then 7 \ 0 T) G K{Ei 0 82) if and only ifTi e K{Ei) ( i = l , 2 ) . 
Lemma 1.1.14 [13, plO-ll] Let S and T be Hilbert B-modules; and let m,n 
zn N. Then K ( ^ ^ , ^ " ) ^ M ^ x n ( K ( ^ , ^ ) ) and B ( 5 ^ , ^ " ) = M ^ x n ( B ( ^ , ^ ) ) , 
where M ^ x n ( C ' ) is the set of all m x n matrices over the C*-algebra C. 
In the rest of this thesis, assume that all tensor products of non-graded 
C*-algebras are equipped with minimal C*-norm (see [16, p203, chapter IV, 
section 4]). Let A and B be C*-algebras. Denote by A®B the minimal tensor 
product of A and B. 
Remarks 1.1.15 ( i ) B ( £：^ ) ^ M^ 0 B{S); K(P) ^ M^ 0 K{E). In partic-
ular, K{B^) ^Wla{B)] and if B is unital, then M{B^) ^Wln{B). 
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( i i ) K(ElB) = K ^ B , where JC is the C*-algebra ofall compact operators on a 
separable infinitely dimensional Hilbert space. 
Definition 1.1.16 Let S be a Hilbert B-module. We say that a ^-homomorphism 
a: A ~~)- B((6^) is essential if a{A)8 is dense in 8. 
Example 1.1.17 The inclusion map K(£^ ) 4 B(^) is essential. 
Theorem 1.1.18 [13, pl8, 2.4] Let S be a Hilhert B-module. Then 
M{S) ^ M { K { S ) ) . 
Consequently, M{B^) ^ WIn{M{B)) and 1 ( ¾ ) ^ M{JC 0 B). 
We can use the following four lemmas [13，p32-39, 4.1-4.4] to prove that 
the tensor products of Hilbert C*-modules(which wi l l define in the next section) 
are well-defined. 
Lemma 1.1.19 Let 8 be a Hilbert B-module; and let T be a hounded B-linear 
map on S (note that T may not be in B(£：) ). The following conditions are 
equivalent : 
(1) T is a positive element ofM{S). 
(2) { x , T x ) > 0, Vx G S. 
Lemma 1.1.20 Let 8 be a Hilhert B-module. 
(1) / / X 1 , X 2 , •.. ,Xn in S, then X > 0 in Mn{B), where X 二 ( ^ ) i < i j < n in 
Mn{B) with X i j = { x i , X j ) . 
(2) IfT G M{S) and W = (Wij)i<ij<n e Mn(B) with Wij = { T x , , x j ) , then 
W < | | T | pX 
Lemma 1.1.21 / / a - (a^) > 0 in M^(A) and b = (¾) > 0 in Wla{B) , then 
(1) {aij 0 bij) > 0 in M^ {A 0 B). 
(2) Ei,j CLijbij > 0 in A 0 B. 
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(3) if a < c = { c i j ) e M U ( ^ ) and b < d = (0¾) G Mn{B), then 
{aij 0 bij) < {cij 0 d i j ) in M^ {A (g) B). 
Lemma 1.1.22 Suppose that x is an element of a Hilbert B-module S and 
0 < a < 1. Then there exists an element uj in 8 such that x = 0；|工产-
Definition 1.1.23 Two Hilbert B-modules S and T are said to be isomorphic 
if there is a linear bijection U: 8 ——> T such that 
(1.1) 〈t / (e) ,W/)〉=〈e,/〉，yeJeS 
In this case, write 8 « T and U is called an isomorphism from 8 onto T. 
Remarks 1.1.24 It follows from (1.1) that U is an adjointable map from S 
onto T with U* 二 U - \ Moreover, the map 
^ ： B{8) f~~> B(J^): T f " ^ U 0 T 0 " - i 
is a ^-isomorphism onto, such that, ^(K(^)) = K(JF). 
Recall that a positive element x in B is called a strictly positive element i f 
^,[x) > 0 for any non-zero positive linear functional ^ on B. [14, p70, 3.10.4 
X is a strictly positive element in B i f and only i f B has a countable approximate 
identity (in this case, (a;”neN forms an approximate identity for B). I f B has 
a strictly positive element, then i t is said to be cr-unital. 
Proposition 1.1.25 An element x in B is strictly positive if and only i f x B is 
dense in B. 
Proof : I f xB not dense in B, then by [7, p55, 2.9.4] there is a state ^ 
on B which vanishes on xB. I f {ui)i^A is an approximate identity for B, then 
^{xui) 二 0, Mi e A. I t follows that 0(x) = 0. Conversely, if 4> is a state on B 
with (j){x) = 0, then 
|0 (xH)p < (/>(x)(/)(6*6)=0, V 6 e 5 . 
Hence • vanishes on xB. Thus xB is not dense in B. • 
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Proposition 1.1.26 Let 8 be a Hilbert B-module and T be a positive element 
in K(^). Then T is strictly positive in K(^) if and only ifT8 is dense in 8. 
Proof : I f T is a strictly positive element in K(^), then, by the preceding 
proposition, TK(£：) 二 K{8). By lemma 1.1.5, we have K{8)S = S{S,E) 二 S. 
Hence TE 二 TK{S)8 = K{8)S 二 广 
On the other hand, iiTS = 8, then for any oc, y in 8, there exists a sequence 
{zn)^=i in S wi th limTzn 二 x. Since 0 ^ = limn Br^.,y = limn TG^y G TK{S), 
TK{8) is dense in K{8). Hence, by the preceding proposition again, T is a 
strictly positive element in K{S). 口 
Definition 1.1.27 A Hilbert B-module 8 is said to he countahly generated if 
there is a sequence {xn)^=i in S such that 
8 — span{xnb: n G N, b G B.} 
Remarks 1.1.28 If B is a-unital, then H^ is countahly generated. Indeed, 
if h is a strictly positive element of B, then the set {{Sk{n)h)keN' n G N } is 
a countable generating set for Bfe, where Sk is the function on N defined by 
Sk{k) = 1 and Sk{n) — 0 for n + k. 
Theorem 1.1.29 (Stabilization or Absorption theorem) 
If E is a countahly generated Hilbert B-module, then 
S^Me ^ ¾ . 
Proof : Case I : B is unital with identity 1^. 
Let {f]n)n=i be a set of generators of 8 which have the following properties : 
(*) for each n in N, rjn = Vm for infinitely many other m in N , 
and 0 < \\r]n\\ < 1- Since B is unital, the set {sn e H^ ： ^n 二 (、 (&) lB)?^i} is a 
set of generators of H^ . Note that 
l^(r/n02-en),enll 二 sup ||€)(”,e2--£n),e„(")| 
yGHs,|M|<l 
二 sup MSn,yy((Vn,Vn) +〈2〜2-%0)〈^"〉1丨去 
yeHB,||y||<l 




Hence the series E『=i 2-^9^„,(^„02-^„) converges (in norm) to an operator T 
in K ( H s , E e Hs ) . By (*), one can show that 
^ ^ = : ^ 0 ¾ . 
Also note that T* = E = i ^ ' ^^sn^vnmsn and 
00 
T * T = ^ 2 - ( ^+ - )e , „ , ( , „e2 - . . ) B(,^e2--e^),e^ 
n,m=l 
00 00 / 00 \ 
= E 4—2ne〜,〜+ ( E 2-^6(,,eo),eJ* E 2-^e(,^eo),e. 
n=l n=l \n=l ‘ 
oo 
2 E 4 - 2 l e „ . 
n=l 
Since S = E ^ i 4-2^Be.,,, is a positive element in K ( H s ) and 
i ^ 二 span{S、Sm)b: m G N, b G B} = H ^ , 
by proposition 1.1.26, S is strictly positive in K (H5) . Hence T * T is str ict ly 
positive in K ( ^ ) ; moreover, by proposition 1.1.26 again, T*T and, so, |T 
(recall |T| = ( T * T ) i ) have dense images in Hs- Since both T and |T| have 
dense images in f © H and H^ respectively, the equation U{\T\)£ = Ts, Ve G Hs 
gives an isomorphism U from Hj5 onto 8 0 H^ 
Case I I : B is non-unital 
Denoted by B the C*-algebra obtained by adjoining the identity to B. Then 
S can be regarded as a Hilbert 5-module (see remark 1.1.6). 
Note that the map ((enl^)^=i)^ H (⑶^^” ((fn)^=i ^ n,b G B), gives 
an isomorphism from M ^ B onto E ^ ; and the map 
(X e {^niB)n=i)b H x6-e^(e .6) - i , ( f e ) ^ i e U, b e B, x e ^), 
gives an isomorphism V from {8 0 W-)B onto S 0 Efe. By case I, there exists 
an isomorphism U from H ^ onto S © H ^ . Then 
Ue ^ 1 ^ 二 U{SeM^)B 二 U{{e^M^)B) ^ U。V{S 0 H^) ^ S 0 Hs-
• 
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Corollary 1.1.30 A Hilbert B-module S is countably generated if and only if 
K.(^) is a-unital. 
Proof : Suppose that K (^ ) is a-unital wi th a countable approximate identity 
{un)n=i- Note that 
limunx(w,u) = l imi inBo; ,^(w) 二 x{w,u), yx{w,u) G S{S,S). 
n n 
Hence lim^UnX = x, \h G E (see lemma 1.1.5). Also note that for each n in N, 
there exist m^ in N and a:(n,i),y(n,i) in S, (1 < i < m^), such that 
rUn 1 
X)^(n,i),Z/(n,0 — ^ri < -• 
i—1 
Hence for any s > 0 and any x in 8, there exists n。such that 
rUn 
[ 0 、 , 赛 ) 工 - 工 < 已 ， 加 、 0 . 
i=l 
Since e、“),w„“)(aO 二 ：z;(n’o〈2/(rM)，T〉for any rr in 8, the countable set 
{^(n,i) ： 1 < i < rrin, n G N} 
generates S. 
Conversely, assume that S is countable generated. Note that i f B is non-
unital, then we may regard S as a Hilbert 5-module wi th x . 1 = x for all x in 
S (see remark 1.1.6) and K - ( £ ) = Ks(S) . Therefore we may assume that B is 
unital. 
By the stabilization theorem, there exists a projection Q on H^ such that 
imQ ^ 8. Then K{S) ^ K (Q(Hs) ) = QK(Hs) )Q. Since B is unital, K(HB) 
has a strictly positive element E^= i 2一几€)〜,〜,where Sn 二 ( ^x (AOls ) t i ^ Efe. 
Hence K (Hs ) and K(£：) is a-unital. 口 
1.2 Some Constructions w i t h Hi lber t C*-modules 
In this section, we introduce the tensor products of Hilbert C*-modules. These 
materials are contained in [13, chapter 4]. Throughout this section, let B i 
and B2 are C*-algebras. 
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Part A : Internal Tensor Products 
Suppose that Si is a Hilbert ^ -modu le ( i= l ,2 ) , and ¢: B i ^ 、 B ( ^ ) is a 
*-homomorphism. Define the action (b,y) \~~�4>{b)y, {b G Bi, y G S2), on 
& . Then 82 becomes a left ^ i -module. Denoted by Si Qaig ^2 the vector space 
tensor product of 81 and 82- Define 
N = {xib 0 X2 — Xi 0 ^{b)x2 ： Xi e Si, b G Bi} c 81 Qalg ^ 2-
Then Si Qsi ^2 = 舶 产 is a right ^ - m o d u l e when i t is equipped wi th the 
B2-ac t i0n : 
{x ③ y)b 二 X 0 yb, x G ^ i , y G &, b G B2. 
Proposition 1.2.1 With Bi, ^ , ^i, ^ ； and (j) as above, Si O^i ^ is a pre-
Hilbert B2-m0dule under the inner product given on the simple tensors by 
(1.2) (xi 0 X2, yi (S> y2) = (^2, 0((^1,y1>1)y2>2, Vxi, Vi e Si, 
where〈•, -)i is the Bi-valued inner product on Si. 
Proof : The above formula (1.2) extends by linearity to a ^ i-valued sesquilinear 
form on 81 Qaig ^2-
Let z = E^-1 ^i 0 yi in Si Qaig ^2 ； then 
{z,z) = f:�"”0(〈〜巧〉)"》=�y,0(—(x)y〉， 
i,j=l 
where Y = (y1,y2,.. • ,"n) ^ S^ and X = {{xi,xj))i<ij<n ^ M ^ ( ^ i ) -
By lemma 1.1.20(1) , X is a positive element in Mn{Bi). Hence, by the 
complete positivity of 0, {z, z) > 0. 
In addition, by lemma 1.1.22, and the fact that 
BM.(Bo(^r) - ®Bi (片）= M , ( B ( ^ i ) ) , 
one can show that 
N = {Z e 81 Qalg ^ 2 : {Z, z) = 0}. 
Thus the sesquilinear form given by (1.2) is well-defined and positive definite 
on 81 ©Bi ^2- • 
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Definition 1.2.2 The internal tensor product of Si and S2 (using ¢) is the 
Hilbert B2-m0dule obtained from Ei O^i ^ by completion; and it is denoted hy 
Si 00 S2. 
Example 1.2.3 (a) If4>: Bi ~~、B^ is a ^-homomorphism, then Bi 00 B2 
is :^-isomorphic to the right ideal J(B^JB^ of B). If ^ is essential (in 
particular for the case that 0 is unital), then Bi <S>d> B2 may be identified 
with B2-
^ (b) Let n be a separable infinitely dimensional Hilhert space. If4> is the ho-
momorphism from C into M{B) defined hy 0 (A ) 二 A1 for any X in C, 
then n 0^ B ^ H^. In this case, write U ^c B for U 0</, B. 
(c) If the ^-homomorphism ¢: Bi ^"> B2 is essential, then we may identify 
Hsi ③小 B2 with n 0c B2 ^ B.B2. 
Proposition 1.2.4 Let Si and cj) be defined as above. Then there is a natural 
- ^-homomorphism 
， 0* ： B(^:i) 一 M{Si 公小 ^) ： F ^ F 0 1 {F e M{Si)). 
I P r o o f : Let F e B(^：!). By lemma 1.1.20(2), the map defined on simple tensors 
- by X (g) y I~)- Fx 0 y extends to a bounded linear map F 0 1 on Si Qaig ^2- Then 
_ F 0 1 can be extended to an adjointable map F <g) 1 on 5 i O^ i ^2- 口 
I 
i . 
Part B : External Tensor Products 
Recall that all tensor products of non-graded C*-algebras are equipped wi th 
1 minimal C*-norm (see [16, p203, chapter IV，section 4]). Denote by B1QB2 
and B i 0 B2 the algebraic and minimal tensor product respectively. Let Si be 
a Hilbert 5 rmodu le (z=l,2). We can define an action on Si Qaig ^2 of B i 0 B2 
by 
{xi 0 X2) {bi 0 62) = xibi 0 x2h2, Mxi G Si, Mhi G Bi. 
And the equation 
： (1.3) {x1<s>yux2^y2) = {oci,yi) 0 {x2,y2): Vxi, Vi G £i, 
defines a B i 0 ^ - va lued sesquilinear form on Si Qaig ^2-





L e m m a 1 . 2 . 5 The equation (1.3) defines a B1QB2-valued positive semi-definite 
sesquilinear form on E\ Qaig ^2-
Proof : I t follows from lemma 1.1.20 and 1.1.21. • 
Let N be the set {x G S1Oaig^2 ： {x, x) 二 0}. Then N is a ^ i0^2-submodu le 
of 81 Qaig S2. Uq： Si Qaig 82 — ^ ^ ¾ ^ be the quot ient map, then ^ i % ^ is 
a pre-Hilbert B i 0 ^ - m o d u l e wi th the inner product : 
{q{x),q{y)) = {x, y ) , Vx , y e Ei Qaig ^2 
and the action : 
q{x){bi (g) b2) = q{x{bi 0 62)), Vx G ^ i Gaig & , V ~ G 双. 
By the remark 1.1.4 we can obtain a Hilbert Bi 0 jB2-m0dule, denoted i t by 
Si (g) 82； and this module is called the external tensor product of 81 and 82-
Proposition 1.2.6 There is a ^-isomorphism onto 
j : B ( ^ i ) 0 B ( ^ ) ^M{S10S2). 
Moreover, j{K{Si) 0 K(^)) = K(^i ③ &)• 
Proof : Let Fi G B(^), i=l,2. Then we can define a linear map Fi 0 F2 on 
^1 Oaig S2 in the natural way. By lemma 1.1.20 and 1.1.22, Fi 0 F2 is bounded 
on Si Q)aig ^ ; hence i t has a bounded extension Fi 0 F2 on Si 0 82. Then the 
result follows from [13，p35-37]. 口 
Part C : Pushout 
Let f : B ~~>• A be a surjective *-homomorphism of C*-algebras. Let 8 be a 
Hilbert B-module. Then Nf = {e G 8： /(〈e，e)) = 0} is a Hilbert B-submodule 
of E and ^ is a pre-Hilbert A-module when we define the ^-act ion 
{x^Nf)f{b)^{xb) + N f , Vrr + 7 V / G * 
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and the A-valued inner product is defined by 
{x + 7V/, y + Nf)全 f { { x , y)), Vx + 7V/, y + 7V/ G ^ . 
Denote by 8f the Hilbert A-module obtained from 奇 by completion. 
Let q be the natural quotient map from S onto | ! . For each T in B(^) , 
define T f : | ^ ^ ^ b y 
Tf(q(x))iq{T[x)), yxeS. 
Note that by lemma 1.1.20 
| |(T;(g(x)),T;(g(y)))| | = | | / ( (Tx ,Ty) ) | | 
< 11/11 ||T|| W{x,y)l Vx ,yG5. 
Then, by lemma 1.1.20 again, Tf is a bounded linear map on * and can be 
extended to a bounded adjointable map on Sf. Note that the map T \~~、Tf is 
a *-homomorphism from B(S) into B(^ / ) . 
Lemma 1.2.7 With the above notations, Tf G K(< /^) when T e K(^). 
Proof : I f 3c, y, z in S, then 
(〜，y) /_)="(Z〈" ,2/〉） 
= 碰 ( 〈 仏 之 〉 ） 
二 q(oc)(q(y)Mz)) 
=^q(x),q{y){q{z))'^ 
SO ( 0 , , , ) / 二 e * ) , _ ) G K{Sf). Hence Tf G K ( Q ) when T G K (^ ) . • 
1.3 Graded C*-algebras 
Recall that a state 0 on a C*-algebra A is a continuous linear functional on A 
such that ||0|| 二 1. 
Definition 1.3.1 Let A and B be a C*-algehras. 
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( i ) A (Z2-)grading on A is a decomposition of A into a direct sum of two 
self-adjoint closed linear subspaces A(。）and 义⑴ such that 
if X e 义⑷，y G 乂(爪)，then xy G A—+— (addition in mod 2). 
( i i ) An element a o/A(") is said to be homogeneous of degree n; and n is called 
the degree of a, denoted by da. 
( i i i ) If there is a self-adjoint unitary g in M{A) with 
义 ⑷ = { a G A: g*ag = ( - l ) M ( n 二 0,1)， 
then the grading is called even and g is called a grading operator for the 
grading. 
If A ( i ) = 0； the grading is even with the grading operator 1 and is said to 
be trivial 
(iv) A ^-homomorphism cf>: A ~"^、B is called a graded homomorphism if 
( ^ A h ) ) g B h ) (n = 0 , l ) . 
(v) A C*-subalgebra C of a graded C*-algehra A is said to be graded if 
C^二 (C^^A(o) )① (C^^A⑴ ) . 
(vi) A state on A is homogeneous i f i t vanishes on 乂⑴.A n y state 4> defines a 
homogeneous state 4>h by 
^(a(o) + a(i)) 二（/)(a(o)), Va(n) G 2(吃(see remark 1.3.2(i)) 
(vii) I f A is a graded C*-algebra, the graded commutator [.,.] ofA defined on 
homogeneous elements by 
[a, b] = ab — (_lfa8bba, Va, b G A(o) U A ( ” . 
Remarks 1.3.2 ( i ) A grading on A is actually a Z2-acti0n on A, i.e., there 
exists an order 2 ^-automorphism ^A on A such that 
(*) A(— = {a e A : " 々 ) 二（- 1 ) 、 } (n = 0，1). 
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In this case, ^A is called the grading automorphism on A, Conversely any 
order 2 ^-automorphism on A gives a grading by (*). Note that if {ui)ieA 
is approximate identity for A, then {PA{ui) + Ui)ieA is also an approximate 
identity for A and it consists of homogeneous elements of degree 0. Recall 
•14, p42, 3.1.4] that any positive linear functional • on A has norm 
limi^{ui). If 4> is a state on A^ then 
\^h\\ = lim^h{pA{ui) + Ui) = lim^{PA{ui)+Ui) = ||(/>|| = 1. 
i I 
Hence 4>h is a state on A. 
( i i ) A C*-suhalgehra of A is a graded subalgebra if it is invariant under the 
grading automorphism. 
( i i i ) A(o) is a (graded) C*-subalgebra ofA. 
(iv) I f A is a non-unital C*-algebra with a grading automorphism 0A, then pA 
extends uniquely to a grading automorphism P^ on A by 
/5j(a + A1) 4 a{a) + A1, Va G A, VA G C; 
hence A is graded, 
(v) A graded commutator satisfies the following relations : 
[1,?/]二—(—1产’仏到 
;rr, yz] 二 [工，"]2： + (—1广功〜[：^，2：: 
{ - l f ^ ' ^ [ [ x , y l z ] = - { - l f - ' y [ [ y , z l x ] - { - l f ' ' ' [ [ z , x U ] 
for any homogeneous elements x, y, z in A. 
Example 1.3.3 (a) Let 
腿 2 凶 ( 。 ) “ 卜 • ) aua2eA) 
lVo 叫 ) 
•d . 
•2(义)(1)全 0 ^ M aua^eA}. 
lV 2^ Oj J 
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Then this decomposition gives an even grading on M2 {A) with the grading 
operator diag(l,-l); called it the standard even grading on M2 {A). By 
identifying A 0 K with M 2 ( A (g) JC), we obtain the standard even grading 
on A (g) K (this grading is actually only determined up to conjugation by 
inner automorphism homotopic to the identity). 
(h) Let(A0A)(W^{(a,a):aeA} amiCA©A)W4{(a,—a):aeA}. This 
gives a standard odd grading on A 0 A. I f A = C, we denote C^ with the 
standard odd grading by Ci. 
(c) A grading on a C*-algehra can induces a canonical grading on its mul-
tiplier algebra. Indeed if pA is a grading automorphism on A, then the 
decomposition 
{x £ M(A): pA 0 T 0 pA 二 x}①{:r G M(A) ： fh。工〇"A 二 - x } 
gives a grading on M{A). Note that, in this case, A is a graded suhalgebra 
ofM{A). 
Definition 1.3.4 Let B be a graded C*-algehra. A graded Hilbert B-module is 
a Hilbert B-module S which has two dosed subspaces <^(o) and ^⑴，such that, 
(1)义0) n ^⑴={0} and f (o) + ^⑴ 二 S; 
(2) ^ H ^ W C 6(爪+几）and ( ^ H , ^ W ) C 召(饥+几）. 
Remarks 1.3.5 ( i ) As 8 二 S(。）0 f ( i ) , we can define a linear bijection Ss 
from 8 onto 8 by ^ (工⑶ + x^)全工⑷—^；⑴，•工⑷ ^ ^⑷，ca l l ed it the 
grading operator. Moreover, it satisfies : 
(1.4) Se{xb) = Se{x)PB{b), {x G 8, b G B) 
(1.5) {Ss{x),Ss{y)) = M{oo.y)). {^.V^ ^ 
(1.6) Sj = id, 
where ^B is the grading automorphism on B. 
In fact, any linear bijection satisfying (1.4) - (1-6) gives a grading on E 
hy 例 = { x G S : Ssx = { - l ) ^ x } , (n=0,l). Note that the condition 
(1.5) implies ||<S^|| < 1 ； and, in general, Ss ¢. B (S ) . 
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( i i ) The elements o/S(— are said to be homogeneous of degree n (n=0，l); 
denoted by dx = n i f x G 5(几）. 
Example 1.3.6 (a) If B is a trivially graded C*-algehra, then any Hilbert 
B-module 8 can be graded by taking f(。）全 S and S^^^ = { 0 } . 
(b) Let B be a graded C*-algehra. Then B can be regarded as a graded Hilbert 
B-module with Se = /¾. Define H ^ ) = {{bi)ieN : k G 召⑷ } ( n = 0 , 1 ) . 
Then H^ = Elg)① H^) is a graded Hilbert B-module. 
(c) IfS is a graded Hilbert B-module, then for any T G B(S). Note that 
{ S s � T � S e ^ , y ) = M{T�公⑷，^⑷〉） 
= ^〈:c,^。T*。<S,(2/)〉） 
= (x,<Ss。T*。Se(y)〉Vx,pe^. 
Hence the map 屯：T ^ Ss。T o ^ , ( T G B ( ^ ) ) , defines a grading 
automorphism on B ( ^ ) . Note that ^ ( K ( ^ ) ) 二 K(^)； hence, K ( ^ ) is a 
graded subalgebra ofM{8). IfS 二 B, then the grading on M{B) ^ M{B) 
obtained in this way agree with the grading defined in example 1.3.3(d). 
(d) IfS and T are graded Hilbert B-modules, then the direct sum 8 ① J^ is a 
graded Hilbert B-module with the following grading 
{8 ①《F)(") 4 {e e f ： e e #…and f e 7 ( " ) } (n = 0,1). 
(e) IfS is a Hilbert B-module , then -Ss is also a grading operator on S. 
Denote S^P the graded Hilbert B-module with the grading operator -Ss. 
Write S = S^S^P the grading as (d); in particular, write H^ = H^ ^H^, 
where H^ is graded as in (b). 
( f ) With the notations in section 1.2 part C, assume that both A and B are 
graded. IfSs is the grading operator on S, then the g(^:(o))e"(0i)) gives 
a grading 8f. 
Definition 1.3.7 Two graded Hilbert B-modules 8 and T are said to be iso-
morphic if there is an isomorphism U: S ~~、T ofHilhert B-modules, such that, 
U o Ss — Ss o U; in this case, we write 8 ^ T. 
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Theorem 1.3.8 (Graded Version of Stabilization Theorem) 
Let B be a graded C*-algebra. If S is a countably generated graded Hilbert 
B-module, then 
S e Hs 记 fis 
as graded Hilbert B-modules. 
Proof : The proof is just a minor modification of the proof of theorem 1.1.29. 
In remark 1.3.2(iv), the grading on B is given by the unique extension of /¾, 
and 召⑷ C 启 ⑷ . B y the similar argument of the proof of 1.1.29, we can 
reduce to the uni ta l case. Now assume that B is unital. Let {rji)ieN be a 
generating set for 8 which is chosen in the same way as the proof of 1.1.29; let 
TH = "f^)+77!i) w i th " f ) G d— (n=0 , l ) . Let {s i G H ^ ： 5 , =隱 1丑 ) -二 1 , ^ ^ ^ } 
be the natural basis for Hs- Set sf^ = ei ① 0 and ^ f^ 二 0 ① Si. Then the set 
{s[^^: n = 0 ,1 i G N} generates Ms. Then we can define an element T in 
1 ( 6 ^ , ^ 0 ¾ ) by『(工①？/)全 5:gi2—《e")。)+2-q。)，e;。)W + e”)i)+2-4)々)("))， 
where x ① y G H ^ ① 1¾- 二 i f e . As the proof of 1.1.29, the unitary part in the 
A A 
polar decomposition of T gives an isomorphism U: M^ ~~)• S © EI^ of Hi lbert 
B-modules. Note that T maps t ^ ) into {S ①愈丑)(…(n=0,l). Hence T* maps 
{S ① fis)(— into i ^ " ) (n=0 , l ) . Thus U: fe ~~> S ① fc is an isomorphism of 
graded Hi lbert 5-modules. • 
1.4 Graded Tensor Products 
Recall that all tensor products of non-graded C*-algebras are equipped w i th 
minimal C*-norm (see [16, p203, chapter IV, section 4]). Let A and B be 
C*-algebras. Denote by A 0 B and A 0 B the algebraic and minimal tensor 
product of A and B respectively. Recall [16，p208, 4.9] that the minimal 
C*-norm on A 0 B is given by 
^ J (p (g) ^ p{s*tHs) if, V^  are states on A(。)，B(。）resp; and 1 
||t||min = sup I _ # * 4 s e 4(0) 0 B^,S.t., if 0 ^(s*s) 7^ 0 J， 
for all t in A 0 B. 
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Part A : Graded Tensor Product of Graded C*-algebras 
Define a new product and involution on A 0 B by 
( 1 . 7 ) {a,^h1){a2^b2) = ( — 1 严 1 加 2 ( “ 1 叱 叙 1 〜 ） 
(1.8) (a06)* 二 { - l Y ^ ' ' { a * ^ h * ) 
for homogeneous simple tensors. Then the algebraic tensor product w i th this 
mult ipl ication and involution is a *-algebra, denoted by AQB. For any t in 
A o B , define 
A j(p<^^[sHHs) (f, V^  are homogeneous states on A, B resp; 1 
— s u p j (p^^{s*s) and 5 G AoB, s.t., {(p<§^){s*s) 7^  0 ^ 
Lemma 1.4.1 || . || is a C*-norm on AQB. 
P r o o f : As the proof of [17, p248, l e m m a 5], || • || defines a semi-norm on 
AeB. Recall that the subspace of all degree 0 elements is a C*-subalgebra and 
any homogeneous states vanish on this subspace. Then i t suffices to show that 
|t|| > 0，for any non-zero element t in _A(o)6_B(o) U 乂⑴念召⑴.Note that i f 
homogeneous states (p and ^ on A and B respectively, then (p<^4 = ^ 0 • on 
A(o) (g) B(o). Then for each 0 * t G A(o)oB(o) = A(o) Gaig 丑⑼，we have 
jcp<^^{s*t*ts) i f , V^  are homogeneous states on A, B resp; 1 
t —suPj (p(^ {^s*s) and 5 G AQB, s.t., 99(8)^ (5*5) ^ 0 J 
f (f(^^{s*t*ts) ^ , i^ are homogeneous states on A, B resp; 1 
- s u p I ip^^{s^s) and s G A(o)6BW，s.t., ip0^{s*s) + 0 J 、 
f ip 0 ^(s*t*ts) Lp, • are states on A(。)，B(。）resp; and > 
=sup I _ # * s ) s e A(o) 0 B(o), S.t., (p 0 ^(s*s) ^ 0 J 
— t min > •• � 
• 
Definition 1.4.2 The completion {AQB, || • ||) is called the graded tensor prod-
uct ofA and B, denoted hy A®B. 
Let j^A and /¾ be grading automorphisms on A and B respectively. Then 
pA^Ps is a grading automorphism on A ® B . In fact, each homogeneous simple 
tensor a<^h is a homogeneous element of A^B wi th d{a^h) 二 da + db. 
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P r o p o s i t i o n 1 .4 .3 Let A, B, and C be graded C*-algehras. Then 
(1) A^B ^ B^A] 
(2) {A(^B)^C^A(^{B(^C). 
P r o o f : (1) The map a M i~"> ( - l ) ^ ^ ( 6 0 a ) can extend to a *-isomorphism 
from A^B onto B<^A. 口 
L e m m a 1 . 4 . 4 Let A and B be graded C*-algehras. I f A is evenly graded, then 
A(§B = A (g) B. Moreover, if A and B are both evenly graded with grading 
operators g and h, respectively, then under this isomorphism A ^  B is evenly 
graded with grading operator g (8) h. 
P r o o f : For any element a in A and any homogeneous element b in B，we 
define • 鄉 = a g ^ 0 b. Then • can be extended to a linear map from 
A&B onto A 0 B. I t is easily seen that • is an *-isomorphism from AoB 
onto A 0 B and preserves the tensor products of homogeneous states. Hence 
|t||^^5 < \\ip{t)\\min for all t in A^B; and • is an *-isomorphism from A^B 
onto A 0 B. 
Now assume that B is evenly graded. Note that we have 
A 0 B C M{A) 0 M{B) C M{A 0 B). 
Then g (g) h e M{A (g) B). Note that we have 
V<(A(i)B)(W) C {s eA^B: {g^h)s{g0h) 二（一1广5} (n = 0,l). 
Under the isomorphism 也 A ③ B = VK(_A0B)(o))① ^ ( ( A ^ B ) ( ” ) . Thus A 0 B 
is evenly graded by the grading operator g 0 h. 口 
L e m m a 1 .4 .5 I f A is evenly graded, then A<^Ci = A ① A with the standard 
odd grading. 
P r o o f : By 1.4.4, A(g)Ci = A 0 C? ^ A 0 A wi th the following grading 
(A e A)(o) = {(a(o) + a(i)) 0 (a(。) - a ( ” ) : a ( " G 义⑷，n = 0，1} 
{A e A)⑴ 二 {(a(o) + a(i)) 0 (-a(。) + a ( ” ) : a^ G 乂⑷，n 二 0,1}. 
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Let ^A be the grading automorphism on A. Since A is evenly graded, 1 0 f h is 
! a *-isomorphism on A 0 A. Moreover, 1 © /3八 converts the above grading into 
the standard odd grading. D 
Part B : Internal Tensor Product of Graded Hilbert C*-modules 
Let B i be graded a C*-algebra and Si be a graded Hilbert ^ - m o d u l e ( i= l ,2 ) ; 
and let ¢: B i * ^ 、 B ( ^ ) be a graded *-homomorphism. Define ^ i 0 ^ ^ to be 
the ordinary tensor product E\ 0 ^ ^ wi th the grading 
d{x^y) = doc + dy, 
for any homogeneous simple tensors. Note that the natural homomorphism 
from B(^ i ) into B(^i(8)0^) is a graded homomorphism. 
Example 1.4.6 (a) If4>\ A ^*)• B is an essential graded homomorphism of 
graded C*-algehras, then 
A^^B ^ B, HA00^^Hs, and MA^^B ^  M^ 
as graded Hilbert B-modules. 
(b) S'/^^S2 ^ e1^d>e2^ ^ {Si0^S2yP,and ^7^0<^P ^ ^m^2 as graded 
Hilhert B2-m0dules. 
Lemma 1.4.7 [12, p24, 1.2.8] Let A and B be graded C*-algebras; and let 
¢, ： A ~~、B be a graded homomorphism. Let S be a graded Hilbert B-module. 
I f F e K{S), then F<§^1 G K{S<^^A). 
Part C : External Tensor Product of Graded Hilbert C*-module 
Let B i be a graded C*-algebra and Ei be a graded Hilbert 双-module ( i= l ,2 ) . 
Define a new right 5 i 0 ^ - a c t i o n and a new ^ i (g)^-valued inner product on 
^1 Oalg ^2 by 
(1.9) {xi^x2){bi^b2) 二 { - l f ^ ' ' ' ' { x i b i m 2 b 2 ) 
(1.10) ( x i 0 X 2 , y i ^ 2 ) 二（-1产2(彻1+办1)(〈工1，—念〈2；2,"2〉） 





L e t N = {x e Si Qaig ^2 ： {x, x) = 0 } be a ^ 1 O E 2 - s u b m o d u l e o f 81&82] a n d 
let q: S1eS2 ~ " 、 ^ ^ be the quotient map. Denote by ^ i 0 ^ the completion 
of ^ ^ in the norm ||〈.,.〉||, where〈.,.〉is a 5 i O ^ - v a l u e d inner product on 
^ ^ defined by 
( g ( x1 ) ,g ( x2 ) ) = (a:1,x2), V x i G ^ 1 6 ¾ . 
The equation q{x){b1(^b2) = q(cc_b2)) {x G ^16¾, 61(8)62 ^ ^ 1 6 ¾ ) defines 
a right 5 i 0 ^ - a c t i o n on ^16¾. By the inequality, 
|础|| s IMIIHI, Vr e ^16¾, V6 G B1QB2, 
we can extend the right 5 i 6 ^ - m o d u l e structure by continuity to a right 
A 八 
E i 0 ^ - n i o d u l e structure on ^ i0^2- For any homogeneous simple tensor x i 0 x 2 
in £^1(¾¾, define the degree of x i ^ x 2 by 
d(x10x2) = dxi + dx2. 
Then i t wi l l give a grading on 81^82- The embedding t - ®(^ i ) ~~^ ® ( ^ i ^ ^ ) 
given by ^{F1^F2){X1^X2) = { - l f ^ ' ' ^ ' F i { x i ) ^ F 2 { x 2 ) {F, e B ( q , 而 G &)， 
is a graded homomorphism; moreover, K(^ i ) (g )K(^ ) = K ( ^ i 0 ^ ) as graded 
C*-algebras. 
Lemma 1.4.8 Let A and B be graded C*-algehras; and let S be a Hilhert B-
module. I f ^ : B(^)0B(A) ~>M{S^A), then 
^{K{S)^1) C K{S^A). 
Proof : I t suffices to check that ^{Sa:,y0l) G K { S ^ A ) for any x and y in 8. Let 
(Ui)ie/i be an approximate identity for A. Then for any homogeneous elements 
X, y, z in S and a in A, 、 
V^(Bo;,z/^l)(^^c^) = x{y,z)^a 
= x(y,z)0l^nuiula 
i 
二 lim{(rr(tmi)(〈y, z)^{ui, a))} 
i 
= l i r n { { x m i ) { { y m u zm))} = l i m 6 ^ ^ ^ . , ^ ^ ^ . ( 2 ; 0 a ) 
i 2 




Example 1.4.9 Let % be a separable infinitely dimensional Hilhert space and 
JC be the set of all compact operators on %. 
I (a) H 5 may be regarded as the internal tensor product %^cB or the external 
tensor product %<^B. Indeed, note firstly that C is a trivially graded 
‘ C*-algehra, U is graded by 巩⑶ 二 U and 巩⑴={0}. Then the map 
\ {r]n)neN^b ^ (rjnb)nGN ((Vn)neN ^ % b G B) gives an isomorphism of 
graded Hilhert B-modules from U<^cB onto i f e . And the map 
I 
i (("n)neN ® (&)neN)^6 ' ~ > ("n^neN © (Cn )^nGN 
s i 
I V(r^n)nGN, V(^n)nGN ^ U, V5 G B, giv6S 紐 isomorphism of graded Hilbert 
八 A 八 
B-modules from H<^B onto H^. 
1 
j (b) Recall that K(Hs) = B 0 K. Then 
K ( H s ) = M2(K(Hs) ) ^ M2(B 0 K) ^ B^K. 
1 
1.5 Kasparov's Technical Theorem 
'I 
Definition 1.5.1 Let A be a C*-algehra. 
i ] 
\ ( i ) If B is a C*-subalgebra of A and A is a linear subspace of A, then A is 
said to derive B if [b, d] G B for any b in B and any d in A . 
( i i ) If A derives B, then an approximate identity {ui)ieA for B is said to be 
I quasicentral for A if l imi[w“ d] 二 0 for all d in A . 
i 
The following proposition is a slight extension of [14, p83, 3.12.14 • 
Proposition 1.5.2 Let B be a C*-suhalgehra and A be a linear subspace of a 
C*-algehra A. I f A derives B and {ui)i^A is an approximate identity for B, then 
there is an approximate identity for B, contained in the convex hull of [ U i ) i a , 
which is quasicentral for A . 
Proof : Working in A" (the enveloping von Neumann algebra of A (see [16, 
pl20, chapterIII, section 2]), we know that Ui … > p, where p is the 
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I • 
identity of B" (regarded as a *-subalgebra of M' ). Since F ~ ^ ^ = B" C A" and 
A derives B, A derives B", i.e., [p, A] C B". Then for all d in A , 
P, d] = [p2, d 
= P M — [d^P]P 
= 2\p, d] {'.-[p,d]eB") 
Hence [p, d] = 0 for all d in A . 
Let r = {A C A : A is a finite set} and, for each A in P, denote by |A| the 
cardinality of A. For any i in A and A in F, let 
Mix = {u G conv{uj: j y i): || [u,x] || < |A|"\ Vx G A}, 
where >- is t he p a r t i a l order on V. We wan t t o show M i x # 0 for a l l z, A. F i x 
i i n A a n d n i n N. Le t C = ^l=iA. F i x X1,X2, • . • ,Xn i n A . Def ine t he net 
{ c j ) j y i i n C, where Cj = {cju cj2,... , cjn) i n C w i t h Cjk = [ u j , x t ] , 1 < k < n. 
Hence, from the preceding paragraph, for each k, Cjk 了〉b, ^k] = 0 in 
A" and Cj … > 0 in C". Note that C in the a-weak topology and in the 
norm topology has the same continuous functionals (recall C** = C" )• Then 
coTW(Cj ) j y r^ = conv{cj)jyi^'^^ and conv{cj) jyi contains zero as a l imi t point. 
Therefore, there exist a j , , a j ^ , . . . , a j ^ in [0,1] wi th E £ i ^z = 1, such that 
ji y i, V/, and || [v,Xk] || < - , V I < k < n, J ‘ L n 
where v = E £ i ^ ^ j V Thus v G M ^ wi th A 二 {工1,工2，. •. , ^n]-
Invoking the axiom of choice we select an element uix from each M ^ , {i G 
A, A e r ) , and denote by U the set of these elements. Define a part ial order on 
^ b y 
Vix < Vj^ if i < h \ ^- M and Vix < ^ , V^A，Vj,t^  ^ U. 
To prove that U is a directed set, let Vix = E : i 〜z^n and Vj- = E f = i 从 左 以 朴 in 
U. Then there exists K G A such that K >- n , /^  >- Sk (VA:, l)- Take r 3 v D /xUA 
and v^ 二 E《=i 7 t ^ ^ e U. Note that (Ui)ieA is increasing; hence we have 
� ViX 二 Y^ ltu E ^ri Ur, < Ya 1 E ^n Utu = E ^n Vnu 二 V^ • 
h 1 h 1 1 
Thus Vix ^ v ^ and, similarly, Vj^ j, ^ v^^. Finally, from the construction of U, U 
have the desired properties. 口 
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Lemma 1.5.3 Let A be a C*-algebra, e > 0，and f e C[0,1] such thatf(0)=0. 
Then there exists 6 > 0 such that for any pair a，e in A with ||e|| < 1； 0 < e, 
and | |a | | < 1，one has 
I [e, a] II < S implies || [ / ( e ) ,a ] || < s. 
Proof : Choose a polynomial p such that \\p — / | | < | . Since / (0 ) = 0，we can 
assume p(0) 二 0; so that p has the form 
p{t) = Cit + c2t^ + ... + cit、 
Fix a e A w i th ||a|| < 1; and define D{x) = [x,a], Vx G A Then D is a linear 
map wi th \\D\\ < 2 and \\D{x^)\\ < n\\D{x)l Vn > 1, V||x|| < 1. 
I f e is a positive element in A wi th ||e|| < 1, then we have 




| | i^( / (e)) | |<| |J^(p(e)) | l + | | i ^ | | | | / (e) -p(e) | | 
<^|c,|^||I^(e)|| + | 
k=i 
This shows that the required 6 can be taken as ^ ^ f ^ - 口 
Lemma 1.5.4 [1，pll9, 12.1.2] Let A be a C*-algebra and {xn)Z^i be a 
hounded sequence in M{A). Suppose that S is a total subset ofA, i.e., span{S} 
is dense in A, {xn)n=i converges in M{A) with the strict topology if and only if 
{xns)^^i is a norm Cauchy sequence in A for all s in S. 
Theorem 1.5.5 (Kasparov's Technical Theorem) [8 
Let J be a a-unital C*-algebra; and let Ai and A2 be a-unital subalgebras of 
M { J ) . Suppose that A is a separable closed linear subspace o f M { J ) . 
If A1A2 C J and A derives Ai, then there are two positive elements M, N 
in M { J ) , such that, 
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(1) M + N = 1 ； 
(2) M • Ai C J, N . A2 C J, and [M, A] C J. 
P r o o f : Firstly, we want to show that we can reduce to the case where J and 
A i are separable. Let B i , i be a separable C*-subalgebra of A i containing a 
str ict ly positive element h of Ai (for example, take Bi，i = C*(hi) C Ai)] and 
let Bi^n+1 = C*(Bi,n, [ ^ i ,n ,A ] ) C M{J). Sinc6 A is separable and derives A i , 
B i = span{UBi^n} is a separable C*-subalgebra of A i . From the construction 
of Bi’n，s, we have [UBi,n,A] C Bi； i t follows that A derives B i . Let B2 be a 
separable C*-subalgebra of A2 containing a strict ly positive element h2 of A2. 
Note that Bi • B2 C Ai • A2 C J. Let j be a strict ly positive element of J； 
and let Bo，i = C * ( j , ^ i • B2) be a C*-subalgebra of J. Since J is an ideal of 
M{J), the set B o , ^ i = C*(^o,n, ^ i . ^o,n, ^2 . ^ , n , A . Bo，n) is a C*-subalgebra 
of J. Then B 全 span{UBo^n} is a separable C*-subalgebra of J containing j . 
Since ( j * ) n ^ forms an approximate identity for J, M{B) can be regarded as 
a C*-subalgebra of M{J) containing Bi, B2 and A . I f M is constructed for B, 
jBi, B2 and A , then we have, 
1 
Mx = l i m Mhfx G span{B . Ai} C J, Vx G Ai； 
n—00 
hence MAi C J. Similarly, (1 — M)A2 C J. 
Now assume that J, A i and A2 all are separable. Let X i = « ) ^ i , (^=1,2), 
Y 二 (2M)f=i, and Z = (;^n)f=i be sequences of vectors of norm less than 1 which 
are tota l in A “ { i 二 1, 2), A and J, respectively, such that 
(*) l im x[ 二 l im yn 二 Hm Zn 二 0. ( i = 1, 2) 
V > ri">oo 几 n^oo n~>oo 
By proposition 1.5.2 and (*), there exists an approximate identity ( u n ) ^ i for 
A i w i th the properties : 
(a) for all n, \\unX — Un\\ < 2"^, Vx G X i 
(b) for all n, || K , v] II < 2_", V^ G Y. 
By 1.5.2 - 1.5.3 and (*), there exists an approximate identity K ) ^ ^ i for J such 
that 
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(c) for all n, \\vnW — ^ | | < 2"^^, Nw G {ui,... , ttn+i} • {Z U Xi U X2) C J 
(d) for all n, || [vn,w] || small enough that ||[6y^,w;]|| < 2-〜 
^w e Xi U X2 U Y U Z , where K = {vn — Vn+i)K (^o = 0). 
Note that by (c), Vn G N, w G Xi U X2 U Z, 
|6nt tn-n| 
= \ b n W * U n b l U n W b n \ \ ^ 
<| |^n | | Ww*Un{Vn — Vn-l)UnW\\^ 
1 I 
<[\\w*UnVnUnW — w*ulw\\ + \\w*UnVn-lUnW — w*ulw\\y 
<[\\VnUnW — UnW\\ + \\Vn-lUnW — Un^||}^ 
<(2"2^ + 2—2(. i ) ) i = \ /5 • r . 
Then 
\hnUnhnyo\\ = ||6n^^n^^n + {KUn) • [K,w]l 
< \\bnUnWbn\\ + ||&n^n||||[^n,^]|| < (V^ + 1) • 2"^. ij — 
and 
(*) E l lMn^n^ l l < (x/5 + 1) E r < 00. 
n n 
Hence En(^n^n^n^) converges in J for any w in X1UX2UZ. Since KunK < K, 
I E = 1 bnUnbnW < 1, fo i any m in N. By lemma 1.5.4, E ^ i KunK converges in 
the strict topology to some N G M{J). Then 0 < N < 1. Set M = 1 — N. 
T o comp le te t he p roo f , i t suffices t o show t h a t N. X 2 ^ J , (1 _ N) • X i C J 
and [7V, Y] C J. For any x G X2, by (**)，the series En{KunKx) converges in 
norm. Since multiplication is continuous in the strict topology on bounded sets 
of M{J), J2n{KunKx) converges to Nx in the strict topology for any x in X2. 
Hence 
Nx 二 Yl{bnUnbnx) ( in norm) Vx G X2. 
n 
Then N • A2 C J. For any x in Xx, we have 
\{bl — bnUnbn)xW = ||6n(^n^ — ^ )^n — M n [ ^ n , ^ ] + K[K,x]{ 
< Wbn{UnX - x)bnW + ||^ n^ n|| ||[^ n,^ ]|| + ||^ n[&n,^ ]| 
< 2 - 几 + 2 - 几 + 2 — 几 = 3 . 2—几； 
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so X)(6^ — bnUnbn)x converg6s in norm and in the strict topology. Note that 
‘ ^ n = i i K ^ ) — ^ NX ~"、X in the strict topology. Then 
Y,{hl - hnUnhn)x ~"^ (1 — N)x (in strict topology) 
and 
(1 — N)x = X X 《 _ bnUrAi>, Vx G X i (in norm). 
Hence (1 - N) . X i C J. For any y in Y, 
W[KUnbn,y]W = W[bnUn[K,y] + K[Un,y]K + [^n,2/]^n^n| 
: 队 ’ " ] 1 1 + I IKi ,y] l l + , n , W S 3 • 2-K 
I t follows that T.n[KunK,y\ converges in norm. Since multipl ication is contin-
uous in the strict topology on bounded sets of M(J), 
N �N 1 
Y^ [bnUnbn, v] = E bnUnK, V — [A^ v\ • “ ^ ^ (in strict topology). 
n=l ln=l -
I Therefore [N, y] = E : # n 〜 、 ， v ] (in norm). Then [iV, F ] C J. • 
Theorem 1.5.6 (Grade Analogs of the Kasparov's Technical Theorem) 
Let J be a a-unital graded C*-algebra and M { J ) be its multiplier algebra with 
the induced grading (see example 1.3.3(d)). Let Ai and ^2 be a-unital graded 
C*-subalgebras o f M { J ) and A be a graded closed linear subspace o f M { J ) . 
j f A i . A2 C J and A derives Ai (using graded commutator), then there are 
two positive elements M, N in M { J ) such that 
(1) M, N are both homogeneous of degree 0, M + N = 1; and 
(2) M • Ai C J, N . A2 C J, and [ M , A] C J. 
Proof : Note that i f ^A is a grading automorphism on a C*-algebra A and h is 
a strictly positive element of A, then h + f3A[h) is a strictly positive element of 
degree 0. Hence each a-unital graded C*-algebra has a strictly positive element 
and an approximate identity of degree 0. Also note that a graded commutator is 
just an ordinary commutator when one of the entries is homogeneous of degree 
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0. W i t h this observation, the proof is identical to the proof of the ungraded 
case i f we use str ict ly positive elements and approximate identities of degree 0. 
Finally, since the l imi t of a sequence (in the strict topology) of homogeneous 





2.1 Basic Def ini t ion 
Definition 2.1.1 Let A and B be graded C*-algehras. A Kasparov module for 
(A,B) is a triple { 8 , ^ , F ) , where 8 is a countably generated graded Hilhert B-
module, ¢: A ^^ B(£：) is a graded ^-homomorphism, F is a homogeneous 
element of degree 1 in M{S), such that all [F, 0 ( a ) ] ， { F ^ — l ) 0 ( a ) , ( F - F * ) ^ ( a ) 
in K(^) for any a in A. The set of all Kasparov modules for (A,B) is denoted 
by E{A, B). The element {S, ¢, F) ofE{A, B) is called a degenerate (Kasparov) 
module for (A,B) if [F , ^{a)] = {F^ — l ) 0 ( a ) 二 {F - F*)^{a) 二 0 for all a in 
A. Denote by D ( A , B) the set of all degenerate modules for (A,B). 
Lemma 2.1.2 Let (¾, (k, ^i) ^ ^ A B), i 二 1，2. Then Si 0 ^ is a countably 
generated Hilhert B-module graded by 
Ss,es.2: ^1 e S2 " ~ 、 S i e 82 ： e i ® e2 ~ " 、 ^ 1 ( e i ) ① ^ (^2)， Ve^ G Si, 
where Ss^ is the grading operator on Si. 
Define ¢1 ① ¢2: ^i ® ^ ~"、®(^i ® &) by 
{ ¢ 1 ® 0 2 ) ( a ) = 0 i ( a ) e 02(a)， V a G A . 
Then (^10¾, 0 i 0 ( / ) 2 , i ^ i ® i ^ ) is a Kasparov module for (A,B) and is called 
the direct sum of {6u ^i, Fi) and (¾, h, ^2)-




Remarks 2.1.3 D(A, B) is dosed under direct sum. 
Example 2.1.4 In the following examples, assume that B is a a-unital C*-
algehra. 
(a) Let 4>\ A ~~、B be a graded ^-homomorphism of graded C*-algebras. 
Since B is a-unital, B is a countably generated Hilbert B-module. Then 
(B,0,O) is a Kasparov (A,B)-module. More generally，ifcj) is a graded * -
homomorphism from A into B^K, then ( ¾ , ^ , F) is a Kasparov (A, B)-
module for any F in 1(¾) (recall 1.1.15(ii) that K(Hs) = B^K：). 
(b) Let {8u^uFi), (^2,02,i^) be Kasparov modules for {Ai,B), {A2,B) re-
spectively. Then {Si 0 ^ , 4>i 0 ¢2, Fi 0 F2) is a Kasparov {Ai 0 A2, B)-
module. Let ( ^ i , 0 i , F i ) , {S2A2,F2) be Kasparov modules for {A,Bi), 
{A, B2). Then {Si 0 ^ , cpi © h, Fi ① _F2) is a Kasparov {A, Bi 0 B2)-
module. 
Lemma 2.1.5 Let S be a graded Hilhert B-module, ¢-. A ~"^ B(^) be a graded 
homomorphism and F G B(^) of degree 1. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent : 
(1) F^ - 1, F - F*, [F, ^{a)] 6 { T G B{S): T^{A) C K ( ^ ) } , Va G A; 
(2) F^ - 1, F — F* , [F, (/)(a)] G { T G B(^ ) : 0 (A)T C K{8)}, Va G A; 
(3) (^,0,F)GE(A^)-
Proof : Follows from remark 1.3.2(v). 口 
- Definition 2.1.6 Let A and B be graded C*-algebras. Two Kasparov {A,B)-
modules {Su^i,Fi) and {S2,h^F2) are said to be unitarily equivalent if there 
is an isomorphism U.. Eo "~、E\ of graded Hilhert B-modules such that the 
following diagrams commute : 
^ Fo 、 c 厂 如⑷、p 
80 ^ oo 00 >• 00 
u u and u u for all a in A. 
、， i- 丄 、-
^1 ^ ^1 ^1 7 7 ^ A 
Fi M a ) 
And write (¾, ¢0, Fo) ^u (^i, 4^i, ^i) 
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Remarks 2.1.7 IfSi ^u ^ and 83 ^u ^ in E(A, B), then Si 0 S3 «^, S2 0 ^4-
Lemma 2.1.8 Let A and B be graded C*-algebras; let、S,‘F、be a Kasparov 
(A,B)-module. Suppose that C is a a-unital graded C*-algebra and / : B ~~)^ C 
is a graded homomorphism. Define ^<^1: A —y B(^0/C) by 
((^(8)l)(a) = 0(a)(g)l, Ma G A 
Then ( ^ 0 / C , 0 ( g ) l , F 0 l ) is a Kasparov {A,C)-module. 
Proof : Let h be a strictly positive of C and (e i )g i be a set of generators of 
S. Then the set ( e i 0 " ) g i generates S0fC, i.e., S0fC is countably generated. 
Then the result follows from lemma 1.4.7. • 
Notation With notations as above lemma, {S0fC, 00l,F(g)l) is denoted by 
f.{(B), where(B={S,^,F). 
Notation Let B be a graded C*-algebra. Denote IB = B^C[0,1] = C([0, l]，B). 
Since C [ 0 , 1 ] is trivially graded, it follows from lemma 144 that 
B(g)C[0,1] ^ 5 ( g ) C [ 0 , l ] , 
where IB is graded by the order 2 ^-automorphism /5^(8)1； i.e., 
C ( [ 0 , 1 ]， 5 产 )二 {g e C([0,1], B): g{t) e B ( 、 W G [0,1]} (n 二 0,1). 
For each t in [0 ,1]，def ine the surjection ft ： IB ^ C ( [ 0 , 1 ] , B) — B by 
f t { 9 ) - 9 { t ) , y g e C { [ O A l B ) . 
ft is called the evaluation homorrwrphism from IB onto B. 
Definition 2.1.9 Let A and B be graded C*-algebras. Suppose that B is a-
unital. Two Kasparov {A,B)-modules ¢1 and ¢2 are said to be homotopic if 
there exists a Kasparov {A,IB)-module (B such that /“（进）“u ^i for i = 0 , l ; in 
this case, write ¢0 ~h ^i-
We wi l l prove that 〜^ is an equivalence relation on E(A, B) by using the 
following lemmas[12, p50, 2.1.10-2.1.11 • 
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Notation Let A, B and C be graded C*-algehras; let f : B ~^ C be a sur-
jective graded ^-homomorphism. Suppose that C is cr-unital. Let (E = {S, 0, F) 
be a Kasparov {A,B)-module. From 1.2part C and example 1.3.6(f), 8f is a 
graded Hilbert C-module. Define (/>/： A "•^ B ( ^ ； ) : a i~~、(0(a))/, a e A (see 
1.2part C). Since C is a-unital, Sf is countahly generated. Then {8f,4>f,Ff) is 
a Kasparov {A, C)-module and denoted by €/ (see lemma 1.2.7). 
Lemma 2.1.10 Let A, B and C be graded C*-algehras; let ^ be a Kasparov 
{A,B)-module. If C is a-unital and / : B i~~、C is a surjective graded homo-
morphism, then <Bf 〜 / * ( ¢ ) -
Proof : Write ^ = {E,^,F). Define ^7(x0c) = q{x)c for any x in E and any 
c in C, where q is the quotient map from 8 onto 奇 (see section 1.2 part C). 
Then for all cc, y in E and for all c, d in C, 
{x0c, y^d) = { c J { { x , y ) ) d ) 
= c”(〈x,y))d 
= f { { x a , y b ) ) 
二 { q { x ) f { a ) , q { y ) f { b ) ) 二 (U(x^c),U(y^d)) 
where c = / ( a ) , d 二 / (6) for some a,b in B. Hence U can be extended to a 
well-defined isomorphism of graded Hilbert C-modules from S ^ j C onto 8f . I t 
is straightforward to check that the following diagrams commute : 
S^fC ^ S^fC S^fC ^ ¾ S^fC 
u u and u u 
、， 丄 丄 、-
Sf " “ ^ ^ ^/ . ^/ T T ； ^ Sf 
^ Ff <!>f{a) 
Hence (Ef ^ u / * (^ ) - 口 
Lemma 2.1.11 Let A and B be graded C*-algehras; and let C and D be a-
unital graded C*-algehras. Suppose that f : B ~"、C and g: C "~、D are 
graded homomorphisms. I f € is a Kasparov {A,B)-module, then 
" * ( / * ( ^ ) « u ( " o / ) * ( € ) in E{A,D), 
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Proof : Write € = {S, ¢, F). Then the equation U{{e^fc)(^gd) = (e0/�""(c)cO, 
Ve G 8, Vc G C, yd e D, gives a bounded linear map U from {8<^fC)^gD into 
8<^fogD, which preserves inner products. By using an approximate identity for 
B, we can prove the surjectivity of U. I t is straightforward to check that 
U 0 ((X(g>A)^l) = {X<^fogl) 0 U 
withX = i ^ o r X = 0 ( a ) , V a e A • 
Proposition 2.1.12 〜h is an equivalence relation on E{A, B). (B is a-unital) 
Proof : Transitive : Let ^ 二 ( & , 0 " i ^ , i=l,2, be Kasparov (A,LB)-modules 
such that fu{(Bi) ^u /0*(¾). I t suffices to show that there exists a Kasparov 
{A, /B)-module ^ such that 
M^) -u /0*(¾) and fu{<B) ^u /1*(¾)-
！ By lemma 2.1.10，(¾)/,〜(¢2)/0- Let U.. {<Bi)f, 一 (¾)/^ be an isomorphism 
of graded Hilbert B-modules as in definition 2.1.6. Define 
^ = { { x , y ) e ^1 x ^ : U{qi{x)) 二 g2(y)}, 
\ where gi : €1 ~~、(¢1)/1 and q2'. ¢2 ~~、{^2)f0 are quotient maps. Since U 
preserves the inner products, S is a Hilbert IB-modnle when equipped wi th the 
following /E-act ion and /B-valued inner product : 
A {xf(t), vt G [0, y 
((A2/)/)W^<^ \ 
、、… [ y f { t ) , v t G ( | , i ] 
1 
丨 A 〈 尉 , 灼 〉 ， V t G [ 0 , 2 
{{xuy1).{^2,y2)m = { 
i {y1,y2), V t G ( 2 , 1 
V 
where (x,y) , ( x i , y i ) , {x2,y2) in S, and f in C([0, l ] , B ) = IB. 
Define a graded homomorphism ¢: A ~~、B(^) by 
0(a)(x,y)全（0i(a)z,02(a)y), V(x,?/) G Z, Va G A, 
and define an element F in M{8) by F{x,y) = {FiX, F2y) for all {x,y) in S. 




Symmetry : Assume that ¢0 〜h ^ i in E (A ,B) . Consider the graded *-
automorphism i|; = 1^+' on IB = B^C[0,1], where x|j': C[0,1] ~>• C[0,1] is 
defined by 
n f m = /( i—t), w G [0,1], v / G c[o, i]. 
Note that / • 0 ^  二 J\ and /1 0 i|; 二 /•. 
Let € be a Kasparov (A, /5) -module such that fi*((B) ^ u ^ ( “ 0 , 1 ) . Then 
¢^{(8) is a Kasparov (A, /B)-module and, by lemma 2.1.11, we have 
M M ^ ) ) ^ u (/o 0 ^ * ( ¢ ) = f i M ^ u ¢1 
and 
fu{M^)) - u ( / l 0 ^)M = /o*(^) - n ¢0. 
Hence ¢1 〜h ^o in E{A,B). 
Reflexive : Let ¢: B ~~^ IB be a graded homomorphism defined by 
^{b){t) = b, W G [0,1], V6 e B. Note that ft。0 = idB- B ~^ B: b 1~~^  b, 
Vt G [0,1]. For any (B in E ( A , 5 ) , ^^{(B) is a Kasparov (A , /5 ) -modu le and, 
by lemma 2.1.10-2.1.11, MM^)) = ifi。利*(进）=2如*(进）〜i^^B -n ^-
Hence € - / , ^ i n E{A,B). 口 
Lemma 2.1.13 Let / : B ~~> D be a graded homomorphism of graded C*-
algehras. Then 
/*(¾ e ¢2) «. /*(¢1) e /*(¾), v^i, ¢2 ^ E(A,B). 
Lemma 2.1.14 Let ^ ； i=l,2,3,4, be Kasparov {A,B)-modules. / / ¾ 〜"^2 
and €3 〜h ¢4; then €1 0 €3 〜h ^2 © ^-
Proof : I t follows from 2.1.13. • 
Proposition 2.1.15 [1, pl77, 17.2.3] Every degenerate module is homotopic 
to the 0 module. 
Proof : Let (B = {S,^,F) be a degenerate {A, 5)-module. Consider the ideal 
(7o[0 1) = {f e C[0,1]: / (1 ) 二 0} in C[0,1]. Then the external tensor product 
j r 全 ^(g)Co[0,1) is a H i l b e r t LB -modu le . 
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Define a graded homomorphism ¢: A ~~)• B (^ ) : a \~~> 0 ( a ) 0 l (a G A). 
Then we have ( ( F 0 l ) 2 - l )0(a) = ((F^ - l)0(a))0l = 0 for any a in A; and 
((F(g)l)* - (F(g)l))(^(a) = [F01, ^{a)] = 0 for any a in A. Thus S^  = (J^ 0, F^1) 
is a degenerate (A, /B)-module. I t remains to show that 5/o ~w ^ and ^ ^ u •• 
Let q: T ^ ^ {T)j^ be the quotient map. Note that for any ei, e2 in E and 
any 仍，仍 in C^O, 1)，we have 
{q{ex^g1),q[e2m2)) 二 /0((e1,e2) (8) {91,92)) 二 (e1P1(O),e2^2(O)). 
Hence the map g(e0p) 1~"^ e"(0), (e G 5, g e Co[0,1)), gives an isomorphism 
U from (J^)/o onto 8. Moreover, i t is easily check that i ^ 0 U = U 0 F0l and 
(/)/o(4 〇 U 二 U 0 0(a), Va G A. Thus % 〜 ¢ . Since / i ( ( x , x ) ) 二 0 for any x 
in T , d h 二 0. • 
Definition 2.1.16 Let ¢0 and (Bi be Kasparov {A,B)-modules. 
( i ) ¢0 and €1 is said to be operator homotopic ifthere exist a graded Hilbert B-
module 6, a graded homomorphism^: A ~~)^ M{8) and a norm continuous 
path Ft, t e [0,1]; in B ( £ ： ) , such that 
(a) dt = {S,c^,Ft)eE{AB), V t G [0,1] 
( b ) di ^u ^ ("，1). 
We write €0 �oh ^ i if there exist two degenerate {A,B)-modules ^ and 
5i such that ¢0 ® 5o is operator homotopic to ¢1 0 di-
( i i ) Let (^,0,F) and {S,^,F') be Kasparov {A,B)-modules. [S,^,F) is a 
"compact perturbation" of {£, 0 , F') if {F - F')^{a) G K{E) for all a in A. 
〜印 is the relation on E ( A , B) generated hy unitary equivalence, "compact 
perturbation", and addition of degenerate elements. 
Lemma 2.1.17 〜oh 仏 麟 equivalence relation. 
Proof : I t is clearly that ~oh is symmetric and reflexive. To check the tran-







i i j 
• operator homotopies such that ^ i « ^ g^ o, then (Bo is operator homotopic to ^ i . 
i Let U: S ~~^ J^ be the above isomorphism of Kasparov (A, 5)-modules. Define 
• 
I ^ ^ {F2u if^^[0,|]; 
i t )^7—ioG2t—iof/， i f t G [ | ,0; . 
“ V 
j Then Ht G B(^) and DJlt = {8, ¢, Ht) is a Kasparov (A, 5)-module for all t in 






3 Lemma 2.1.18 ~cp is an equivalence relation. \ 
|, P r o o f : Only the transit ivity is non-trivial. Suppose that the following two 
I Kasparov (A, 5)-modules ^ 二 ( & (fc i ^ , ^ 二 (¾, ¢^, F|) {i=l,2) are "compact 
I' perturbations" such that ^i ^u ¢2. Let U: 81 ~、82 be an isomorphism of 
I graded Hilbert ^-modules satisfying : U 0 F[ = F2 〇 U and U 0 ¢1 (a) = ¢2 {a) 0 U 
1 for all a in A. Then {8^ ¢1, Fi) -u (¾, h, U 0 Fi 0 U-”. Note that 
I 
i (UFiU-i - 雅 ⑷ 
j = ( U F i U - ' — F 2 ) M a ) + {F2 - i^)02(a) 
I = U ( F i — F [ X a y U - i + {F2 - F ^ a ) G K ( ^ ) , Va G A. 
i 
I Hence (¾, 02, UFiU) is a "compact perturbation" of (¾, h, ^2)- Thus we have 
i proved the transit ivity of the relation 〜cp. • 
丨 Proposit ion 2 .1 .19 Let {S,^,Fo) and {S,^,Fi) be Kasparov {A,B)-modules 
such that Fi is a "compact perturbation" to Fo. Then {8,^,Fo) and [S,4>,Fi) 
I 
are operator homotopic. 
Proof : Consider Ft = Fo + t {F i — Fo), Vt G [0,1]. Since F i is a "compact 
二 perturbation" to Fo and K{S) < B(^) , {S,^ ,Ft ) e E (A ,B ) , W G [0,1], gives 
an operator homotopy between {8, ¢, Fo) and (£^ ^ ,F i ) . 口 
Proposition 2.1.20 ~"，〜o", and �cp are successively stronger equivalence 
relations. ( i.e., ¢0 〜cp ^i =^ ^o 〜oh ^i => ^o 〜h ^i-) 
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Proof : I t follows from proposition 2.1.19 that ~cp is stronger than 〜oh. I t 
remains to prove that ^oh is stronger than 〜/^ . By 2.1.14 and 2.1.15, i t suffices 
to show that i f ^t = (^, ¢, Ft) e E(A, B), t e [0,1], and [0,1] 3 t ^ Ft G M{8) 
is norm continuous, then ^o � h ^ i . 
Denote IS the external tensor product C[0, l](^8 and 
TT： C[0, l]<^M{S) ^  M{I8) 
the restriction of the canonical embedding B(C[0, l ] ) 0 B ( 5 ) 4 M{IS). Note 
., that 7r(C[0,1]0K(^)) 二 K{IE). Define ¢: A ^ ^ C[0 ,1 ]0B(^) : a ^ l 0 0 ( a ) 
for any a in A. By the identification C([0,1],B(£：)) ^ C[0,l](g)B(^), there 
exists F in C[0,1]0B(£：) corresponding the function t \~~>• Ft, t e [0,1], in 
C([0, l ] ,B ( ^ ) ) . By the identifications, 
C([0,1] ,B(^)) D C ( [ O , l ] , K ( 6 ' ) ) = C [ O , l ] 0 K ( ^ ) CC[0, l ] (8)B(^), 
否 4 ( / ^ 7T o 0,7r(F)) G E(A, IB). Moreover, for €=1,2，the equation 
t/ife(e0/))-e/(z), {e^feIS), 
gives an isomorphism of graded Hilbert B-modules from { I8 ) f , onto S, such 
that Ui o n{F)f, 二 Fi o Ui and Ui o (7r((^(a)))/, = (^o)。Ui for all a in A, where 
g.： IS ~~^ {I^)fi is the natural quotient map. Hence dfi ^u ^ and €o � h ^ i -
• 
Proposition 2.1.21 Let {8, ¢, Fo) and {S, ¢, Fi) in E{A, B) with 
^{a)[Fo,Fi]^{a') > 0 mod K(^), Va G A. 
Then {S, ¢, Fo) and {8, 0，Fi) are operator homotopic. 
P r o o f : Set C 全 { T ^ M{S): [T, ^{a)] G K(^ ) , Va G A} 
and J = { T G C : T0(a) G K{S), Va G A}. 
1 Since [R, ST] 二 [ i^ ,5]T + {-l)^^'^^S[R, T] for any homogeneous elements 
5 R,S,T in B(£：), C is a C*-subalgebra of M{8). Since K{8) is a graded sub-
i algebra of M{S) and cj) is a graded homomorphism, J is a graded subalgebra. I f 
S in C, T in J and a in A are homogeneous, then 










Hence TS is in J and, similarly, ST is in J for any T in J, S in C, i.e., J is an 
ideal of C. Note that since {S, 0, Fi) is a Kasparov {A, E)-module, 
[[Fo, Fi], ^a)] 二（—1产{-[[Fi,c/)(a)],Fo] + (-l)^^[[0(a),Fo], i^i]} ^ ^(^)-
I t follows that [Fo, Fi ] belongs to C. 
Now assume that [Fo, Fi] > 0 mod K{8) and write [Fo, Fi] = P + K, where 
P is a positive element in C and K is in J. Since [Fo,Fi] has degree 0 and 
C, J are left globally invariant under the grading automorphism on B(5), we 
may assume that P and K both have degree 0. Set 
Gt = (1 + sin |tcos |tP)-i(cos ftFo + sin ftFi), Vt G [0,1]. 
Since sin | t cos | t > 0 for any t in [0,1], 1+sin | t cos ^tP is a positive element of 
degree 0 in C and Gt is an element of degree 1 in C for any t in [0,1]. Moreover 
the map [0,1] 3 t ！~~)- Gt G C is norm continuous (see [16，p20, 4.10]). Note 
that 
FoP = Fo(FoFi + FiFo) mod J (••• P — [Fo, Fi] 二 K G K(^) C J) 
= F ^ F i + FoFiFo m o d J 
= F \ + FoF,Fo mod J (..• ( i ^ - l ) ^ A ) C K(^) C J) 
Similarly, PFo 二 i^ 。i^ ii^ o + ^ i 二 FoP mod J. Since F§ 二 1 = F^ mod J, 
G? = ( c o s f t F o + s in ^ t F i f { l + s in f t c o s | t P ) - ^ m o d J 
= ( ( c o s l t f F ^ + (sin l t f F l + cos f t s i n f t [ F o , F i ] ) 
(1 + sin f tcos f t P ) - ^ mod J 
二1 mod J 
Similarly, since Fo 二 F* and Fi 二 _Fi* mod J, 
Gt — G； = (1 + cos f t sin f t P ) H c o s | t (Fo — F * ) + s i n f t ( F i - F * ) } 二 0 mod J. 
Hence, by lemma 2.1.5, {8, ¢, Gt) e E(A, 5 ) , V t G [0,1]; and i t gives an operator 
homotopy connecting {S,^,Fo) and ( S , ‘ F \ ) . 
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！ 
！ Finally, we need to show that [Fo,Fi] > 0 mod J. Since [Fo,Fi] is an 
I element of degree 0 in C, 
i 
I (*) <^(a)[Fo,Fi] = [Fo,Fi](/)(a) in 罾 ， V a G A. 
I 
i 
Hence (0(a) |[Fo,Fi]|0(a*))2 = (0@[i^o,i^i]0(a*))2 in | f | , for all a in A. By 
the uniqueness of positive square root, 
<Ka) |[i^,i^|0(a*) - 0(a)[Fo,Fi]0(a*) in 誤’ Va G A 
Moreover, by (*) and |[Fo,Fi]| G C^(。)， 
|[Fo,Fi]|0(aa*) = 0(a) |[Fo,Fi]|0(a*) 
=0(a)[Fo,Fi]0(a*) = [Fo,Fi](^ (aa*) in 罾，Va G 儿 
Therefore, |[Fo,Fi]| 0(a) = [ i^ , i^ i ]0(a) in | | } , for all a in A. Hence 
“ [Fo,Fi] = |[Fo,Fi]| mod J. 
Thus [Fo, Fi] > 0 mod J. 口 
Definition 2.1.22 Let A and B be graded C*-algebras. We put K K { A , B ) , 
KKoh{AB) and KKcp{A,B) are the sets of all equivalence classes of E ( A , B) 
under 〜h，~o" and 〜cp respectively. We also write KK{A,B) 二 KKh(A,B). 
K K l { A , B ) 全 KK,{A,B^Ci) (*二 h,oh,cp). 
Remarks 2.1.23 KK^{A,B) (^=h,oh,cp) is an abelian semigroup under direct 
sum. 
Proposition 2.1.24 (1) There are surjective homomorphisms 
KK,M^ B) - ^ ^ K K o M , B) 一 ^ K K { A , B). 
(2) KK{A,B) andKKoh{A,B) are ahelian groups. 
(3) KKcp{A,B) is a semigroup with identity. 
Moreover, the above homomorphisms are unital. 
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Proof : I t is clear that two degenerate elements are equivalent under ~cp and 
that the class of degenerate modules forms the identity of KKcp{A, B). Follows 
' f rom proposit ion 2.1.20, there exist surjective homomorphisms 
KK,p{A^ B) ^ ^ KKoh{A, B) —^ KK{A, B), 
such that they map the class of degenerate modules to the class of degenerate 
modules. I t remains to show that for each element in K K o h { A B ) is invertible. 
Let ^ = {8, (|), F) in E{A, B). Define ¢: A — B{S'P) by 
&a(o) + a(i))全 0(a(o) - aW), Va(o) + a(D G A 
Then we want to show that [8 0 广〜0 ①成 F ①（- i^)) is operator homotopic 
to an element in D(A, B). Define Gt in B(^ 0 8'^) to be the element given by 
the mat r ix 
G t ^ M " s i n f t - A •力 
\ ^ s i n f t - l cos | t • F 
Then Gt is a norm continuous path of elements of degree 1 in B (^ ① fop) for all 
t in [0,1]. Note that for any homogeneous a in A, 
[Gt, 0 ( a ) 6 ^ a ) ] = [Gu ^ { a ) e { - l f ^ { a ) ] = {cos f t [ F , 0(a)]>e{cos f t [ F , 0 ( a ) ] } . 
I t follows f rom lemma 1.1.13 that [Gu ¢{0) 0 4>{a)] G K{S 0 S'^) for all a in A. 
Similarly, we have 
(G? - l ) ( 0 ( a ) e 0 ( a ) ) 二 { (cos py(F' — l ) 0 ( a ) } 0 { (cos p f ( F ' — l ) ^ { a ) } 
and 
(G* — G,ma) e 0(a)) 二 {(cos f t ) ^ ( F * — F)<P(a)} 0 {(cos f t ) ^ ( F * — F)^(a)j, 
” are al l in K{E 0 S'P) for all a in A. Hence ^ = (^ ① 广 ” ， 0 © 成 Gt) e E{A, B). 
, Moreover, 5o 二（€田6。叩,0田成^^®(—?)) a n d & e B{A,B). Then ( P , ( ^ , - i ^ ) 




2.2 The Relat ion of KK-groups and K-groups 
This section is base on [1, pl82, 17.4-17.5]. In the following, we need 
some knowledge of K-theory for C*-algebras; but we only give the definitions of 
K-groups [6, pl83, section 1]. There are some properties of K-groups in [18 . 
Let A be a C*-algebra and JC be the C*-algebra of compact operators on an 
infinitely dimensional separable Hilbert space. Two projections e and f in A 
are said to be equivalent, write e 〜 / , i f there exists x in A such that x*x 二 e 
and XX* 二 / ; denote by [e] the equivalence class of e respect to this relation. 
Then the set 
V (A) = {[e]: e is a projection in A 0 K^} 
is a commutative semi-group. I f A i s unital, Ko(A) is defined as the Grothendieck 
group of V(A) [18, p295, Appendix G], i.e., the abelian group whose gen-
erators are the elements of V{A). I f A is non-unital, Ko{A) is defined as the 
kernel of the natural homomorphism Ko{A) ~"> Ko{C) = Z, where A is the 
C*-algebra obtained by adjoining a unit to A. 
I f A is a C*-algebra wi th unit 1^, we denote the unitary group of A by 
U{A) and the connected component of U in U{A) by Uo{A)] the group Ki{A) 
is defined as U{{A 0 K,)^)/Uo{{A ③ K)-). I f A is non-unital, then Ki{A) is 
defined as Ki {A). 
Proposition 2.2.1 If B is a-unital, then in the definition of KKcp{A,B), 
[hence for KKoh{A B) and K K { A , B)), it suffices to consider only those triples 
(fc,0,n 
^ u 
Proof : The result follows from the fact that the module ( ¾ , 0’ 0) is degenerate 
and the stabilization theorem. 口 
Proposition 2.2.2 Let {S,^,F) be a Kasparov {A,B)-module. Then 
(1) there exists a "compact perturhation" {S,^,G) of (^,0,F) with G self-
adjoint and ||G|| < 1 ； 
⑶ I f A is unital, we may in addition obtain an element G with G^-1 G K ( S ) . 
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So in the definition of KKcp{A, B) [hence for KKoh{A, B) and K K { A , B)), it 
suffices to consider only those triples (5, 0, F) where F 二 F*, ||F|| < 1- If A is 
unital, we may in addition assume F^ — 1 G K(^) . 
Proof : (1) Note that (£：, ¢, ^ ( F + F*)) is a Kasparov module for (A, B) and is 
a “ compact perturbation" to {8,^,F). Then we may assume F = F*. Define 
g: R *^、R by 
[ - 1 , i f t < - l ; 
" ⑴ = t , i f —1 < t < 1 ； 
1， i f 1 < t • 
\ 
Since g is odd function, we can approximate g uniformly on sp{F) (the spectrum 
of F) by odd polynomials without constant term; so G is of degree 1 and 
G, (/)(a)] is in K{S) for any a in A. And since we can approximate g^ uniformly 
on sp{F) by even polynomials without constant term, {G^ - l )0(a) belongs to 
K{8) for all a in A. Hence {S,^,G) is a Kasparov {A, 5)-module. Let h be 
the continuous function on R defined by h{t) = t — g{t). Then F - G = h{F) 
can be approximated uniformly on sp{F) by odd polynomials without constant 
term. Hence (F — GO0(a) is in K{S) for all a in A and (5, 0, G) is a "compact 
perturbation" of {8, ¢, F). 
(2) I f A is unital, then P = ¢{1) is a projection in B ( . £： ) . Let G' be the 
element PGP + (1 — P). Note that GP 二 PG mod K(^ ) . Then G' = G'* and 
[G', 0(a)] = P[G, 0(a)]P G K(^), Va G A 
a n d (G'2 — l)^{a) - P{G^ - l)^{a)P = 0 m o d K ( ^ ) . Hence {S,c|),G) is a 
"compact perturbation" of {S , ^ ,F ) . 口 
Proposition 2.2.3 Suppose that A is unital. 
(1) In the definition of KK,^{A, B) (hence for KKoh{A, B) and K K { A , B)), 
it suffices to consider only those triples {S, ¢, F) with 0 unital. 
⑶ If B is a-unital and there is a graded unital homomorphism ^ from A into 
B(ilB), then we may assume 8 = Efe with 小 unital 
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Proof : (1) Let P = 0(1) be a projection in K(^). Then、PS,4>,PFP、is 
a Kasparov (A, B)-module. Note that since ((1 — P)S,Q, (1 - P)F{1 — P)) is 
degenerate and (1 — P)FP, PF{1 - P) is compact in B(S), we have 
f ( PFP (1 - P)FP W 
(& 々 ’ F) 二 —①(1 — 作 , ^ ④ 0，(p^(i — p) (1 ： 聊 — P ) j j 
( , 、 (PFP 0 \ \ 
〜 ( ^ P a ( l - P ) U _， (。 （ l -P) i^( l -P) j ) 
i 〜cp�ps,^,PFP�. 
I 
I Then {S, (/>, F) and {P8, ¢, PFP) have the same image in KKcp{A, B). 
I (2) I f ^ is a graded unital homomorphism from A into 1 ( ¾ ) , then 
I f . f0 l\] 
！ 恥 ， 也 1 0 
V V /^ / 
is a degenerate module for (A, B). Then 
( /Q 1、 \ 
[S,^,F��cp S6ife,0e^i^® 1 ^ ^ ¾ , {MB,^',F')eE{A,B), 
V VI J^/ 
for some suitable ¢, and F'. By (1), we may assume that 0 is unital; therefore 
¢)' is unitaL 口 
Theorem 2.2.4 If B is a trivially graded a-unital C*-algebra, then 
KKoh{C,B)竺 K^{Q\B)) ^ Ko{B), 
KKl^{QB)兰 Ko{Q'{B))竺 i^i(B), 
whereQ^{B)^^. 
Proof : Follows from some result in K-theory (see [18, p l 8 2 , 10.3]), the last 
two groups (in (2.2.4) and (2.2.4)) are isomorphic. We need to show the first 
equalities. Since there is a unique unital *-homomorphism from C into 1 ( ¾ ) 
and B is tr iv ial ly graded, by above three propositions proposition 2.2.1-2.2.3, 
any module (E in E(C, B) has the form ( ¾ , ! , F), where 
广、 ( \ 0) 
1: C^B(Hs): Ah^ ^ 、， 
V \) 
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and F is a self-adjoint element in 1 ( ¾ ) - Note that we may identify 1 ( ¾ ) 
w i th M2(A4(Hs0X: ) ) (see example 1.4.9(b)). Then 
f0 T*\ 
F = , 
( T 0 ； 
for some T in M{B^K). Note that the intertwining conditions for F become 
T*T-1, TT*-1 G B^JC; 
and i f (B is degenerate, then T is a unitary in M{B<^K). Note that the operator 
homotopy becomes a norm continuous path in M { B ^ K ) which are unitary 
modulo B<^K. Hence 
KKoh{C, B) = { [ T ] : T e M(B^JC), and T * T - 1, T T * - 1 G B ^ K j , 
where [T] 二 [5], (T, S G M{B^K)) i f and only i f there is a norm continuous 
path Ft, t e [0,1], in M2{M{B^K:)) and two unitaries Uu U2 in M{B^JC) 
such that Fo 二 T e Ui, Fi 二 S 0 U2, and F^ t e [0,1], is unitary modulo 
M2(B0X: ) • Let TT： M{B0JC) ~ 、 Q ' { B ) be the quotient map. Define a group 
h o m o m o r p h i s m a : KKoh{C, B) — K^{Q\B)) by 
a{[T]) ^ 顽,V [T] e KKoh{C, B), 
w h e r e T t h e image o f T G U(Q'(B)) in Ki(Q'(B)). a is obviously a well-defined 
injective group homomorphism. The surjectivity of a follows from the fact that 
any homotopy in Q'(B) can be l ifted to a homotopy in M{B(^JC). 
For the group KKl^{C, B) 二 KKoh{C, B 0 Q ) , note firstly that any element 
in KKlf,{C, B) can be represented by the triple ( f i f e 0 C i , l , i ^ ) , where F is a 
self-adjoint element of degree 1 in 1 (¾<¾¾)- Now 
B(ElB0Ci) ^ M{B^K:)0C1 ^ M{B^JC) e M(B0JC) 
wi th standard odd grading (see lemma 1.4.5). Then F = T 0 ( - T ) for some 
self-adjoint element T in M{B^K). The commutative conditions become that 
T^ - 1 is in B ® K . As above description, 
KKl^{C. B) 二 { [ T ] : T e M{B^K), and T * 二 T，T ^ — 1 G B^K}. 






2 . 3 KKoh{C, C ) 
In this section, we calculate the KK-groups KKoh{C, C) and KKcp{C, C) 
directly. After the next chapter, we can show that KK{C, C) = KKoh{^, ¢ )^-
As in the preceding section, we see that KKoh[C, C) = Ko(C) 二 Z. In the 
calculation and the rest of this thesis, we use the Fredholm operators. We recall 
some basic theory of Fredholm operators (ref. [5, p347, chapter XI]) in here. 
Let H and H' be separable Hilbert spaces. A Fredholm operator is a bounded 
operator X from H into H' such that there are two bounded operators T, T' 
from H' into H and two compact operators K on H, K' on H' such that 
TX = 1 + K and XT' 二 1 + K'. 
Then X is a Fredholm operator i f and only if the image of X is closed and the 
kernel of both X and X * are finite dimension. Then the Fredholm index of X， 
indX, is defined by 
indX 二 dim kerA — dim kerA*. 
Firstly, we show that there exists a surjective group homomorphism a from Z 
into KKcp{C, C). An element of E(C, C) is a module of the form (B = {H, 0，F), 
where H is a graded Hilbert space (of finite or countably infinite dimension), 
and ¢: C ~~^ B(H) is a graded homomorphism. Since C has only tr iv ial ly 
graded, H = Ho ① 丑严， w h e r e Ho,Hi are tr ivial ly graded. Since ( i7^ ,o ,0 ) 
is a degenerate (C, C)-module and (H, ¢, F)、{H 0 /^叩，0 0 0, F 0 0)’ we 
may assume Ho = Hi. Note that ¢{1) is a projection of degree 0 on H. Then 
0(1) 二 dmg(P,Q), for some projections P,Q on Ho. Since F is of degree 1, 
F 二 ( 0 ^\ where S T G B{Ho). Note that (/)(A) 二 A(/>(1) for all A in C，and 
― 卜 ) ， ， 
—(0 s] (p 0 、 二 f 0 SQ\ 
剛 二 ^ 了 o j 1^ 0 Qj ^ [TF 0 
( p o \ fo S\ 一 / 0 PS\ 
靜 二 ( 0 QJ {T oJ 二 {QT 0 j 
(ST 0 \ . ( 0 S - T * \ rp2 — P^ u F - F * 二 • 






Hence the conditions that 8 is a Kasparov module are that 
(*) TP - QT, SQ - PS, {ST — l)P, (TS — l)Q, 
： (氺) (S - T*)Q, (T — S*)P are all compact on Ho 
and 8^  is degenerate i f all above terms are 0. Note that 
0(1)F0(1)=(。P^) 
八 ) V 、 ) \QTP 0 y 
is an operator of degree 1 on H and by (*), the operators {QTPSQ - l ) Q , 
LPSQTP-V|P, {PSQ-{QTPy)Q, {QTP-{PSQY)P are a l l compac t . T h e n , 
i by (*) again, (H, ¢, ^{1)F^{1)) is a Kasparov module and (0(1)F(/>(1) — F)^{X) 
； is a compact operator on H for any A in C. I t follows that {H, ¢, F) is a 
"compact perturbation" of {H, ¢, ^{1)F^{1)). 
Since ((1 — P)Ho ① ( 1 — Q ) i ^ 7 , • , 0) is degenerate, 
( ,„ (P 0 � ( 0 PSQ\ \ ^ 
〜[P^。®^P，(OQ)，(QTP 0 JJ® 
( ( 1 - 巧 丑 0 田 ( 1 - 卿 , 0 ， 0 ) 
( ^ _ ( p o\ ( 0 PSQ\\ 
〜 。 ” 、 尸 风 ① 收 。 ， 、 。 Q , 、 Q r p 。 ) ) . 
Write Ho = P i ^ o , 庆 = Q H o , f = QTP, and S = PSQ. From the above calcu-
lations, we have f* — S, fS — Q, fS — P all are compact. I t follows that f is a 
Fredholm operator. One can modify the proof of theorem 3.1 [2, p71] to show 
that f is a compact perturbation o fT ' , where T' is either an isometry or coisom-
/ / Q rjif^\ \ 
etry from PHo into QHo- I t follows that 5 全 H , 1, G E(C，C) is 
V V u ) 
( /o 5\\ 
a “compact perturbation" of H^ ① ft。,, 1 , 亍 • I f T ' is unitary, then 5^  
V \ / / 
is degenerate. I f T' is a proper coisometry, then P = 1 — V*V is a (proper) 
projection in B{Ho) of finite rank n, and 
/ f 0 T'*\ \ 
5«, (Mo, i ,o)e (i-P)^oei/i,i, . 




Then the first module is isomorphic to (C%1,0) and the second module is 
degenerate. Similarly, i f T' is a proper isometry, then Q = 1 — T'T'* is a 
(proper) projection in M{Hi) of finite rank n, and 
( (0 T'^\ \ 
:s^u ( Q ^ r , i , o ) e ^ o e ( i - Q ) ^ i , i , T, n . 
V \ u / y 
� c “ ( c ” v , o ) . 
Thus there is a surjective homomorphism a : Z ~"^ )- KKcp{C, C), i.e., KKcp{C, C) 
’ is a cyclic group generated by the equivalence class of (C, 1, 0). 
Secondly, we wi l l show that there is a surjective group homomorphism |3 from 
： KKoh{C, C) onto Z. Observe from the above calculation that each Kasparov 
(C, C)-module (B = {H, 0, F) is operator homotopic to the module 
f ov (p 0 、 [ 0 PSQ\\ 
n®^^-io Q)iQTP 。）)， 
where H = 风 ① 丑 严 ， ¢ { 1 ) = f ^ 义 ) ， F = 1^ J ； and QTP is a Fredholm 
V ^/ \ uy 
operator w i th index ind{QTP). Define p{(E) = ind{QTP), where { ^ } is the 
equivalence class of <B in KKoh{C, C). Observe that i f 
1 /p n\ /n 9\\ ( (p o\ /o 5\\ 
U e ^ r , K ' l J : + ㊉ 叫 ： ^ ' f 0 
乂 \0 Q) \1 uyy \ V^ ^/ V^  ” ） 
i n E ( C , C ) , t h e n ind{QTP) = ind{QTP). ( I n d e e d , l e t U: H — H b e a n 
isomorphism of Kasparov modules. Since U preserves the (trivial) grading, U 
/jj 。\ _ 
has the form , where Ui is a unitary from Hi into Hi {i = 0,1). Then 
乂 0 UiJ 
Qfp 二 UiQTPU[ I t follows [ 5， p 3 5 6 , 3.8] that QfP has the same Fredholm 
index of QTP.) Also observe that f3 preserves the group operation and the class 
of degenerate elements to 0. Hence, we only need to show that QTP and QTP 
have the same Fredholm index when the following two modules are operator 
homotopic in E(C, C) 
( ^ (P o\ / o 5^\ , ( “ 仔 叩 ( P 0 ) [o 5\\ 





But i t follows from the fact that the Fredholm index in invariant on the norm 
continuous path (ref. [5, p357, 3.12]). Thus P is a well-defined group homo-
morphism. I t is clearly that (3 is surjective. 
Hence we get a sequence of surjective homomorphisms 
Z - ^ ^ KK,^ {C, C) ^ KKoh{C, C) - ^ Z. 
Thus all the above mappings are isomorphisms. 
# 2.4 Basic Properties of KK-groups 
-l 
: Throughout this section, assume that all C*-algebras are cr-unital. 
.. 
i Lemma 2.4.1 Let A, Ai, A2, B, Bi, and B2 be graded C*-algehras. 
(1) KK{Ai e A2, B) = KK{Au B) 0 KK{A2, B). 
‘ (2) K K ( A , B i 6 B 2 ) = i n ^ A B i ) 6 K K ( A B 2 ) . 
Lemma 2.4.2 Let / : C ~"> A be a graded homomorphism of graded C*-
algebras. If (B 二（^  (j), F) is a Kasparov module for {A, B), then {S, cj)。/, F) is 
a Kasparov (C, B)-module and denoted by / * ( ¢ ) . 
Notation Let A, B, and C he graded C*-algebras; and let € 二 [S,^,F) be 
a Kasparov [A,B)-module. Then the external tensor product 8®C is a graded 
Hilbert B^C-module (see section i 4 part C). By lemma 14.8’ {S^C, ( j ) ^ l , F ^ l ) , 
denoted by Tc{^), is a Kasparov {A^C,B^C)-module. 
： Lemma 2.4.3 [12，p58, 2.1.24] Let / : D — A andg: B — C be graded 
homomorphisms ofgraded C*-algehras; let ¢1 and & be Kasparov {A, B)-modules. 
Then 
\ n g . { ^ i ) ) - g M ^ ^ i ) ) ^ n D , C ) . 
i If ¢1 «n ¢2; then /*(¢1) Wu /*(¾), "*(¾)〜"*(¾), ^d r c ( ^ i ) «. ^0(^2). 
！ Proof : Let (B^ 二 [S”^”Fi) be a Kasparov {A, 5)-module , z=l,2. Note that 
‘ ((c/>i0,l) 0 f){d) = Mf(d))^9^ for all d in D. Then 
r { g . { ( B i ) ) = {Ei0gC, { h 0 g l ) 0 /，Fl0gl) 






Now assume € i 〜 ^ - Let U: Si ~")^ S2 be an isomorphism of graded 
Hi lber t B-modules such that UFi = F2U and U^i{a) 二 ^2(a)U for all a in A. 
Since " ( / > i ( / W ) 二 h{f{d))U for any d in D, / * ( ¾ ) « ^ / * ( ¾ ) . Moreover, the 
equation 
{U^gl){e<^gc) = Ue<^gC, Ve G Su Vc G C, 
gives an isomorphism U<§gl: ^i0gC ~~^ &2<^gC of graded Hi lbert C-modules 
which satisfies 
{U^gl){Fl^gl) = {F2^gl){U^gl) 
j and 
I {U^gl){Ma)^gl) 二（<^(a)04) ( " ( i )4 ) , Va G A. 
Hence ^ * ( ^ i ) ^ u ^* (¾) -
Finally, we can define an isomorphism U0l: £i0C ~~、82^C of graded 
Hi lber t (J50C)-modules, defined by the equation {U^l){e^c) = Ue®c for all 
e(^c in S^0C, satisfies 
( V ^ l ) ( i ^ 0 l ) = ( i ^ 0 l ) ( t ^ ^ l ) 
and 
( t / 0 l ) O K ( a ) 0 l ) - ( 0 2 ( a ) 0 l ) ( t / 0 l ) , Va G A. 
Hence r c ( ^ i ) ^ u ^0(¾)- 口 
Notation Let <B be a Kasparov {A,B)-module. Denote by [ € ] , {<B} the image 
ofe in KK{A,B), KKoh{A B) respectively. 
Recall that ft is the evaluation homomorphism at t in [0，1 
Lemma 2.4.4 Let / : C ~~^^ A be a graded homomorphism of graded C*-
algehras. Then 
/* ： KK{A, B) — KK{C, B) ： [(B] ^ [ / * ( € ) ] 
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and 
r ： KKoh{A,B) — KKoh{C,B): {^ } H ^ {/*(¢)}. 
Thus, for fixed B, K K { - , B ) , KKoh(.,B) (and similar to KKcp{-,B)) are con-
travariant functors from the category of graded C*-algebras to the category of 
ahelian groups (resp. the category of ahelian semigroups). 
Proof : I t suffices to check that the above maps are well-defined. Note that f* 
maps degenerate elements to degenerate elements. 
Let (Eo 〜h ^1 in E{A,B). Then there exist two degenerate {A, 5)-modules 
g^o, ^1 a n d a K a s p a r o v {A, L B ) - m o d u l e T l such t h a t f i , ( 9J l ) « ^ ^ ©不（ i = 0 , l ) . 
By lemma 2.4.3, 
r ( ( B o e S o ) - u / * ( / o * ( 9 J i ) ) 
A / o * ( r _ ) 
〜 " i * ( r _ ) 
«. r(fum)) -u /*(¢10¾). 
Hence / * ( ¾ ) 〜 h / * ( ¾ ) and / * is well-defined in KK{A,B). 
Let (Bo 〜oh ^1 in E{A,B). Then there exist two degenerate elements 如， 
3^ 1 in E(A, B) and an operator homotopy Tlt 二 {S, 0，Ft), t G [0,1], in E{A, B) 
such that OT,〜^ ①各 ( i = 0 , l ) . Then / * (0¾) = ( & (j>。f, Ft), t G [0,1], is an 
operator homotopy in E(C, B). Moreover 
r{(Bo ① 5o) Ku r m o ) 〜 。 " r m i ) 〜 / * ( ¾ ® ^ i ) -
Hence / * ( ¾ ) 〜 o h / * ( ¾ ) and / * is well-defined in KKoh{A, B) . 口 
Lemma 2.4.5 Let f : B ~~> D be a graded homomorphism of graded C*-
algebras. Then 
/ , ： K K { A , B) — K K { A , D ) : [ 达 ] H [/*(^)] 
and 






\ Thus, forfixed A, K K { A , •), KKoh[A,.) (and similar to KKcp{A,.)) are covari-
镇 rt 
, ant junctors from the category of graded C*-algebras to the category of ahelian 
‘1 groups (resp. the category of abelian semigroups). 
1 Proof : By lemma 2.1.13, we need to show that /* is well-defined in KK{A, B) 
： 
- and KKoh{A, B). Note that / * maps degenerate elements to degenerate ele-
” ments. 
Let ¢0 〜h ¢1 in E(A, B). Then there exist two degenerate modules 5^ o, 5 i^ 
for {A,B) and a Kasparov (A,/ jB)-module 肌 such that fi^{Tt) ^u ^i ① ^ 
( i=0 , l ) . Defined a graded homomorphism g: IB ^、ID by 
g[b)[t) = f[b[t)), ybeIB, V t G [ 0 , l ] . 
Then g^{TVj is a Kasparov {A, LD)-module. Note that fi 0 g 二 f 0 /“ i = 0,1. 
By lemma 2.1.11, 
； / * ( ^ ) @ 5 。 ） ％ / * ( / 。 * ( 肌 ) ） 
I ^n Mg.m)) 
1 �h /i*("*(_ ‘ 
； ^uMfi*m)-u r (^e5i) . 
, Hence / * (¾)〜h / * ( ¾ ) and /* is well-defined in KK{A, B). 
. Let ¢0 〜oh ^1 in E(A, B). Then there exist two degenerate {A, ^)-modules 
& , ^1 and an operator homotopy 9¾ 二 A^,Ft),t G [0,1], in E{A, B) such 
t h a t m^ ^ u ^ e 5 i (义二0,1)- No te t h a t \\FM\\ < ||i^t||. T h e n / * ( 9 ¾ ) , t G [0 ,1]， 
is an operator homotopy in E(A, D). Moreover 
r /*(¾) e 5o) «. /*(肌0)〜oh /*(抓1)〜/*(¾ ® 5i). 
Hence / * ( ¾ ) � o h M^i) and / * is well-defined in KKoh{A, B). 口 
！ i-:4H.-
: � Lemma 2.4.6 Let A, B, andD be C*-algebras. The following mappings :1? 
i TD: KK{A, B) — KK{A^D, B^D): [€] H [rD{<B)] 
^ w . 
g and 
^m 
I ro-. KKoh(AB)—KKodA^D,B^D): {^|^{rz,(^)} 
5 are group homomorphisms. 








Proof : Since r D ( % 0 ¢1) « ^ To(^)) ® M(^i) for any Kasparov (A, B)-
modules ¢0 and €1, i t suffices to show that To is well-defined in KK{A, B) and 
KKoh{A, B). Note that r^ maps the class of degenerate modules into the class 
of degenerate modules. 
Let <Eo ~h ^1 in E{A,B). Then there exist two degenerate {A, 5)-modules 
S^ o, di and a Kasparov (A, /5)-module VJl 二 {8,么 F) such that f“(M) unitari ly 
equivalent to 仏 0 ^ (z=0,l). By lemma 2.4.3, 
^^(〜①备）％ M f i . m ) ) - u r n m n ) (2二0，1)-
Since IB^D = (C[0, l]^B)^D ^ C [ 0 , 1 ] 0 ( B 0 D ) 二 I{B^D) (see proposition 
1.4.3), To{^) is a Kasparov {A^D, I{B^D))-modnle; so, to prove that To 
is well-defined in KK{A,B), i t suffices to show that roi^n) -n 0 ^ ( ^ ) k , 
( i =0 , l ) . Let qt： S ^ " ^ Sf, and pt： S®D ~~> (S0D)f" t G [0,1], be the quotient 
homomorphisms. For each t in [0,1], the equation Ut{qt{e)^d) = Pt{e^d), (e G 
S, d G D), gives an isomorphism Ut from Sf,^D onto {S(^D)f,. By using these 
isomorphisms, one can show that Tz^(a%) ^u (^z)(^)) / t for all t in [0,1 • 
Let ¢0 〜oh ^1 in E(A, B). Then there exist two degenerate {A, B)-modules 
5o, S i^ and an operator homotopy 9¾ 二 (S ,^ ,F t ) , t e [0,1], in E (A ,B ) such 
that DJli ^ u ^ 0 5 ^ i ( i=0 , l ) . Note that \\FM\\ < ||i^t||- Then r o i m ) , t G [0’ 1], 
I is an operator homotopy in E{A<^D, B^D). Then we have 
rz)(^0 e 5o) - U T D 0 % ) 〜 o h T D { ^ l ) ^u T o i ^ l ④ 5^l)-
Hence roi^o)�oh rui^i) and rp is well-defined in KKoh{A, B). 口 
Remark : In this chapter, we sometimes assume that all C*-algebras are a-
unital; but the development up to now has made no applications of this assump-





The Kasparov Products 
3.1 Kasparov Products 
Let Ex and E^ be countably generated graded Hilbert modules over C*-algebras 
D and B respectively. Let ¢: D ~~> B ( ^ ) be a graded homomorphism and 
1^2 — ^\®^^2-
For any x in ^ i , define an element T^ in M{S2,S12) by 
T^(e2) =a;0e2, Ve2 G S2. 
Ta： is called an &-tensor operator for 81. Note that 
T*{e10e2) = ^ { { x , e1))e2, Ve1(8)e2 G 812. 
Denote by T , the element of 1 ( ¾ 0 S12) given in matrix form by 
f A ( 0 ”） 
‘ — { T , 0 J • 
Remarks 3.1.1 ( i ) T,.+py 二 aT^ + f^Ty for any a, (5 zn C and any x, y m 
S^. And ||T^|| 二 ||Tz*|| < ll^ ll for all x in 81. 
⑷ I f x is a homogeneous element ofSi, then T^ is a homogeneous element of 
''： degree dx in B{82 © ^12)-
� 5 5 
i r ‘ • 
a 
Definit ion 3 .1 .2 Let i ^ be an element in 1 ( ¾ ) . An element F ofM{Su) is 
called an F2_c0nnecti0n for Si (or on Su) when [f^, F2 0 F] G K(^ 0 Su) for 
all X in 81. 
Remarks 3.1.3 If both F and F2 are degree 1, then the condition on F in 
definition 3.1.2 translates into the following two conditions: 
T , F 2 - F ^ ( , ) G K ( ^ , ^ i 2 ) 
3.1 F,T： - Tli^F e K ( ^ i 2 , ^ ) , Vx G ^ i , 
where Ss^ is the grading operator on E\ (see 1.3.5(i)). 
Example 3.1.4 (a) Suppose that F2 is a homogeneous element of degree 1 in 
B ( ^ ) and [F2,^ (L>) ] = 0. Recall 1.3.2(i) that /¾ is the grading automor-
phism on D. Note that 
F2^{d) — ^{PDd)F2 二 [i^2, ^{D)] 二 0, W G D-





It follows (by lemma 1.1.20) that the equation 
{Sg,^F2){e1^e2) = Ss,e1^F2e2, Ve^ G Si, 
defines a hounded adjointable operator on Su- Moreover, it is easily seen 
that 
T^F, - ( < % 0 i ^ 4 > ) = O and F,T： - T ^ ( . ) ( ^ ^ ^ ) 二 0，Vx G “ 
Thus Ss^<SF2 is an F2-c0nnecti0n for Si (of degree 1). 
(b) Suppose that D and ^ are unital, Si = fe. Note that ^ ^ McD (as 
internal tensor product, see example 14.9). Since 功 is unital, the mapping 
i y : (7i(g)c^)^V^ ""•、n^c^2 given on simple tensors by 








, is an isomorphism of graded Hilbert D-modules. 
\ Let F2 be an element of degree 1 in M{E2) such that [F2, ^p{D)] C K(^)• 
\ Denote by U the graded operator on % (see example 1.3.6(e)). By similar 
I argument in (a), we can define an operator U<^F2 in W>{li<^c^2) given on 
^1 simple tensors by 
I 
: {U^F2) { ^^e )全 _ F 2 e , Vf G 7i, Ve G ^ . 
‘ Since [F2, i^{D)] C K ( ^ ) , by a simple calculation, one can show that 3.1 
] holds for F = W-^{U^F2)W. Thus F is a F2-c0nnecti0n for Si ( note 
that F is of degree 1). 
t| 
^1 (c) The condition that F is an 0-connection for Si (F is homogeneous) be-
I comes FT^ e K ( ^2 , ^12 ) and T;F G K ( ^ i 2 , ^ ) for all x in Ei. Note that 
i T^T* = e^^(g)l, Vx,y G Si. Then, by lemma 1.1.12, this condition be-
comes FT and TF are in K{8u) for all T in K(^i)(8)l. 
Proposition 3.1.5 If Si is a countably generated D-module, 82 is a graded 
！ Hilhert B-module, F2 G B(^) of degree 1, and [ i ^ ^P{D)] C K(^)； then there is 
an F2-c0nnecti0n for 81 of degree 1. 
Proof : From example 3.1.4，we see that the proposition holds for the case that 
D is unital, i|j is unital, and Si 二 i b ； so the result follows from some reductions 
and reformulations of the problem. 
(i) We may assume that D and ^ are unital. To show this we consider the 
case where D is unital but V^  is not. Note that ¢(1) is an orthogonal projection 
of degree 0 on ^ and £12 二 S ^ ^ ) S 2 . Denote by F^ the element ^(l)F2V^(l) 
in 100(1)¾). And denote by 5 , and T^, x G Eu the ^ ( l ) ^2 - and &-tensor 
operators respectively. Let F be an Ffconnection for Si. Since ^ = T^^{l) 
for all X in Si and ei0e2 二 ei(g)^(l)e2 for all ei0e2 in £12, we have 
T,F2 — FTs,^i.) 二 S.F^ - F S s . + S M l ) , F 2 ] 
F,T： - T 4 ( . ) F 二 F ^ - S、.F + [ F „ V ^ ( l ) K , Vx G & • 
Hence [T,, F2 0 F] e K ( ^ © Su) and F is an F2-c0nnecti0n for Si. Thus we 
may assume that ^ is unital i f D is unital. 
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Mf 
j I f D is non-unital, let ^ be the unital extension of ^ on D. We may consider 
r ^1 as a Hilbert £)-module (see remark 1.1.6). Since ^ln 二 也 ^ i ^ v ^ = ^ i ^ ^ 2 
j and 6i0^62 = e1(g)^ e2 for all e^  in Si (z=l,2) • By substituting ip by ^ are thus 
again back in the unital case. 
(ii) Suppose that U : 81 ~~^ 8 is an isomorphism of graded Hilbert D-
modules. Then U = U^^l is an isomorphism of graded Hilbert B-modules 
S12 = 81^^82 and E^^S2. Observe that UK{82,S12) = K ( & , f 0 0 & ) ; and 
that, i f T^, X G 8, are the ^-tensor operators for 8, then UT^ — T{j^ and 
{T{j^y = T;U_1 for any x in Si. Hence F is an F2-c0nnecti0n on B(^12) if and 
only i f UFU is an F2-c0nnecti0n on B ( ^ 0 ^ ^ ) -
(ii i) I f P is an orthogonal projection of degree 0 in K ( ^ i ) (note that PSi is a 
graded Hilbert _D-submodule of Si) and F is an F2-c0nnecti0n on B(^12), then 
(P0 l )F (P (8 ) l ) is an F2 -c0nnec t i0n on 顶 ( 尸 & ( § ^ & ) . To see this i t suffices to 
observe that 
( P 0 l ) K ( ^ , ^ i 2 ) C K ( & , P & ( g V & ) ; 
and 
K{S12,S2)iP^l) Q K ( P ^ i ( g ) v ^ , ^ ) ; 
and that all &-tensor operators have the form T$ {x G PSi). Note that 
(P(g)l)T^ = T^ for all x in P8i. Then for any x in PSi, 
T,F2 — ( P 0 1 ) F ( P 0 1 ) ^ ( . ) = . ( P 0 l ) ( T , F 2 - FT5,^(x)) e K ( ^ , P ^ i 0 ^ ^ ) 
and 
F,T： — T 4 ( , ) ( F 0 1 ) F ( P ^ 1 ) = {F,T： — T J , i ^ i ^ ) ( P 0 l ) G K ( P ^ i 0 ^ ^ , ^ ) -
By (i), (i i), (i i i), and the stabilization theorem, we only need to consider the 
case that D and ip are unital, Si 二 i b ; and this case was handled in example 
3.1.4(b). 口 
’ Corollary 3.1.6 I f t 1~~>• F《is a norm continuous path of operators of degree 1 
o n 82, and [ F l ^ { D ) ] C K ( & )， W G [0，1]，then there exists a norm continuous 
_ h F\ t e [0 ,1 ] , in B{Su), where F* is an F^-connection for Si. Moreover if 




i H ' . 
P r o o f : W e m a y re fo rmu la te and reduce the p rob lem as the preceding proo f . 
I t is easi ly seen t h a t th i s coro l la ry holds for the case t h a t D and • are u n i t a l , 
8i = ¾ . • 
L e m m a 3 . 1 . 7 In the setting of 3.1.5, the following hold : 
(1) IfF2 is a homogeneous element of degree 1 in B(^)； then F is an F2-
connection (of degree 1) on B(^12) if and only ifF* is an F^-connection 
on B(^12). 
(2) Let F2, Fi e B(&)(i) and F, F' G B(£：l2)⑴. 
If F and F' are F2- and F2-c0nnecti0ns for Si respectively, then F + F' 
(resp. FF') is an (i^ + F2)-c0nnecti0n (resp. F2F2-connection ) for 81. 
(3) The set of all F2-c0nnecti0ns is an affine space parallel to the space of all 
0-connections. 
(^) If F is an F2-c0nnecti0n, F, F2 are normal operators, andfis a continuous 
: function {on sp{F) U sp{F2)), then f { F ) is an f{F2)-c0nnecti0n. 
(5) If F2 is a homogeneous element of degree 1 in 1(¾) and F is an F2-
connection of degree 1 on B(^12); then 
[ F , T 0 l ] G K ( ^ 1 2 ) , V T G K ( ^ i ) . 
(Q) If F2 is a homogeneous element of degree 1 in B(^) and [F2,^{d)] 二 0 
for any d in D, then ^0^^2 is an F2-c0nnecti0n of degree 1. Moreover 
'T^^l,Ss,^^F2] G K(^: i2) when T in B ( & ) . 
⑶ Jf (£：2，V^ F2) is a Kasparov {D,B)-module and F is an F2-c0nnecti0n of 
degree 1 on B{S12), then F — F * , F^ — 1 are 0-connections. 
P r o o f : (1) Obvious. 
(2) I t is c lear ly t h a t F + F' is an {F2 + F^)-connect ion. 
N o t e t h a t for any homogeneous element x i n Si, 
[f., F2F^ © FF'] 二 [f： ,^ (F2 e F)(F^ e F')] 
二 [ t , F2 e F](F^  e F') + {-1)''{F2 e F)[T., F^  e F']. 
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； Then [T,, F2F^ 0 FF'] e K ( ^ 0 Su) for all x in Si. And FF' is an i ^ i ^ -
connection. 
卜 (3) I t follows from (2) and example 3.1.4(c). 
f (4) Note that for any polynomial p (which may have constant term) and any 
\ con t i nuous f u n c t i o n / , p { F 2 e F ) = p{F2) 0 p ( F ) a n d / ( F 2 e F ) = / ( i ^ ) 0 / ( F ) ; 
. so [f^,p{F2 e F)] € K ( ^ e Su). Also note that for any fixed S in 1 ( ¾ 0 <^12), 
••! .—‘ ^ . 
： T I~~)• [S, T] is a linear map w i th norm less than two . Hence [Tx,p{F2 0 F) 
] belongs to K{82 © Su) for all x in Si. Thus f { F ) is an /(F2)-c0nnecti0n. 
- (5) I t suffices to check for homogeneous element T in K ( & ) . Observe that 
； 服05：1严）=span{Ss,e,^ySe, + ( - l ) " 6 , , , : x, G 8 i } , n = 0 , l , and 0 . , , 0 l 二 •； 
for any x, y in 81. Then ^ 6 ^ , ^ ¾ ( ¾ ! = ^ ^ ( ^ ) ¾ ^ ( ^ ) for any x, y in 8^ and 
hence i t suffices to show that the following element belongs to K(^12) 
n 
F ( 4 i ^ T J _ ) + T J ) 干 （ 化 1 问 & ^ 士 了 』 ; ) ^ ^ ， V x , y G &• 
This follows readily f rom the relations 3.1. 
(6) By example 3.1.4(a), we need to show that Ss^^^F2 has the stated 
properties. Let T be a homogeneous element in B ( ^ i ) ; then 
{m^l){Ss,^^F2) =TSs,0^F2 
={-lf^Se,m^F2 
=(—l)aT(<SA0々 i ^ (T0々 l ) . 
Hence [ T 0 ^ 1 , Ss,0^F2] 二 0 when T in 料£：1). 
(7) I t follows f rom (1) that (3.1) becomes {F — ^ * ) ¾ ^ ^ ) 二 T j E ^ _ ^2 ) . 
(F2 — l ) T , 二 T , ( F | — 1) m o d K ( & , & 2 ) , and {F' — l ) T , = ^ . ( ^ 1 — 1) 
‘ _ mod K ( ^ ' i 2 , ^ ) for any 工 in Si. Let X denote either F^ — F* , F | — 1, or 
(i?*)2 — 1. I t suffices to show that T ^ X G K(^2,^12) for every x in 8 i . Note that 
Tzd^ 二 T^d)X for any x in Si and any d in D. Since ( ¾ ,也 i ^ ) is a Kasparov 
I (_D，B)-module, ^{d)X G K ( ^ i ) for any d in D. Therefore T^dX G K ( ^ , ^ : i 2 ) 
for'any d in D and any 工 in Si. I f {ui)ieA is an approximate identity for D, then 
7 ; , . - ^ > T^ in 1 ( ^ , ^ 1 2 ) (see 1.1.5(1) and 3.1.1(i)) for al l x in Ei. Hence 
T ^ X e K{82.^12) for all rr in Si. 口 
Proposi t ion 3 .1 .8 Let A and B be graded C*-algehras. Any Kasparov {A, B)-
module {S, ¢, F) is homotopic to a Kasparov {A, B)-module (J^,^, G) with 冲 is 
essential 
. 60 ^ 
f 
Proof : Let S�be the submodule ^{A)S. We want to find a suitable H in B(5o) 
such that {8o, ¢, H)�& {8, 0, F). 
CaseI : So is complemented in 8, i.e., there exists an orthogonal projection 
P in B(^) such that PS = &. 
Then {8, ¢, F) is a "compact perturbation" of ( & 0，PFP) 0 ((1 - P)S, 0,0) 
(note that P commutes wi th ^{A)). Hence {S,4>,F)〜h (^So,4>,PFP). 
CaseII : i n general . 
Let 8 全 C([0, l ] , 8 ) as a graded Hilbert /5-module; and let 
J ^ { f e C { [ O A l A ) : f { l ) e A } 
be the closed two sided ideal in IA. Let cj: A ^^ J embedded as a constant 
function; and let ¢: A ~"^、M{S) be the unital extension of ¢. Consider the 
internal tensor product So = J ^ i ^ ^ S . By identifying 8 ^ C[0, l ] 0 ^ and the 
embedding B(C[0,l])(g)B(^) 4 B(^) , denote by F the element 10F in B(^) . 
Let G be an F-connection (of degree 1) on 4 - Note that o ; (A )0 l C K ( J ) 0 l 
may be regarded as a subset o f B ( 4 ) . By lemma3.1.7(3), (5)，(7), {So,u j^ l ,G) 
is a Kasparov (A, /5)-module. Then we want to show that ( & , o ; 0 l , G ) is a 
homotopy connecting {S, 0，F) and [So, ¢, H) for some suitable H in B(^o)-
Firstly, we wi l l show that {8, ¢, F)〜cp ( 4 , o ;0 l , G)f, (cf. sectionl.2 partC), 
where ft is the evaluation homomorphism at t G [0,1] (cf. ). Let qo be the 
quotient map from So onto (&)/。. The mapping U: (5o)/o ~~^ &, given on 
simple tensors by 
U{qo{f^e)) = e ( 0 ) / ( 0 ) , V e 0 / G ^ 0 J , 
is an isomorphism of graded Hilbert B-modules. Write 
( 4 , o ; ^ l , ^ ) / 0 = ( ( 4 ) / o , ^ , 6 ) 〜 { S , U u U - W G U - ' ) . 
I t is straightforward to check that UojU'^ 二 0. I t remains to check that UGU'^ 
is a “compact perturbation" o f F . Let/c: S — S embeded as constant function; 
and let T, , x e J, be the ^-tensor operator on J^i^^S. Since G is an F-
connection, for any x in J, 
T^F - GTsji.) e K ( 5 , 4 ) and ’ T : - T J j ( , ) G G K ( ^ , ^ ) -
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Then for any a in A and any e in S, 
\ UdU-、(^a)e - UGqo{u{a)0k{e)) 
‘ =Uqo{G{u{a)^k{e))) 
= U q o { G T ^ ^ a ) { k { e ) ) ) 
1 = Uqo{GT^^a) — Tsji^ia))F){k{e)) + t ^ C ^ ( + ) ) R A : ( e ) ) ) 
= U q o { G T _ —仏+⑷)^(…)）+ cKMo))Fe 
1 = Uqo^— - Aj(c^(a))0(Me)) + [HPA{a)), F]e + F^{a)e. 
1 
Therefore UdU_、、a) = F0(a ) mod K{S) for all a in A. Hence (<^, c j 0 l , G)f, 
； is a "compact perturbat ion" to {S, ¢, F). 
Secondly, we w i l l show that ( 4 , cJ0l , G)j,�h ( & , ¢, H) for some H in B(^：。）-
I Let q i : So ^ ^ {So)/i be the quotient map. Note that the map W : (^o)/i ~"、^o, 
given on simple tensors by 
W{qi{f^e)) = ( / > ( / ( l ) ) e ( l ) , V / 0 e G 取 
•\ 
I is an isomorphism of Hi lbert B-modules. Wri te 
j 
: ( 4 。^， G ) / i ^ m f , , ^ , S ) « . ( ^ , H ^ ^ T y - M ^ 6 p ^ - ^ ) . 
Then we need to show that W5j{a)W-^ 二 ^、o) on So for all a in A. For any e 
in E and any a, b in A 
W^W-\^{b)e) = W^{a)qi{u{b)^k{e)) 
二 Wqi{u{ab)<^k{e)) 
二 4>{ab)<^e = 0(a)0(6)e. 
Since So = 0 (A )5 , Wi^{a)W-^ 二《 a ) on 8。for all a in A. Thus the result 
follows. 口 
Definition 3.1.9 Let A, B and D be graded C*-algebras. Let (^i,0i,Fi) and 
I {S2A2.F2) be Kasparov modules for {A,D) and (D,B) respectively. Denote 
by ,Sr^the internal tensor product S々^A. Define a graded homomorphism 
么念 1 •• ^ __> B ( f i 2 ) by ( 0 i ^ l ) ( a ) 全 0i(a)^l for all a in A. A Kasparov {A, B)-
^odule {S12^ 0 i 0 l , F) is called a Kasparov product of (^i, ^i, Fi) by (¾, h, ^2) 
讨 
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(i) F is an F2-c0nnecti0n for 81； and 
( i i ) iMa)<^l)[Fim,F]{^i{a*)(^l) > 0 mod K(£i2) for all a in A. 
Example 3.1.10 Let A, B and D be graded C*-algebras. 
(a) Let f : A ——、D be a graded homomorphism of graded C*-algebras. Then 
{ D J , 0) is a {A,D)-module. Let € = {S,^,F) be a Kasparov {D,B)-
I module. Then /*(¢) 二 ( ^ , ( / >o / , F) G E{A,B). Assume that 0 is essential 
I (see 3.1.8, we can always arrange this within any KK-equivalence classes). 
[ Then there is an isomorphism U: D<^^8 ~~^ 8 given on simple tensors 
j by U{d<^e) = 4>{d)e for all d<^e G D<^^S. It is a simple calculation that 
f*{(B) ^u {D(^cpS, / 0 1 , U~^FU) and the last module is a Kasparov product 
o f { D J , 0 ) by €. 
(b) Let g: D ~~)^ B be a graded homomorphism; and let 5 = {S,^,F) be a 
Kasparov {D, B)-module. Set T - E®gB. Then g,{d) = (^, ^^1, i ^ l ) 
in E{A,B). Note that both (6^,^F)(g)l and (F0^,^0l are in K(j^) for 
any x, y in S (see 14.7). Hence F<^1 is an 0-connection on T. ^5 
(0(a)0l ) [F(g) l , F 0 l ] ( 0 ( a * ) 0 ) > 0 for any a in A, p*(5) is a Kasparov 
product of{e,^,F) by (B,g,0). 
Theorem 3.1.11 Let A, B and D be graded C*-algebras. Assume that A is 
separable. Let ¢ 1 二 {Su^uFi) and 6 = (E2,h,F2) be Kasparov modules for 
(A, D) and (D, B) respectively. 
Then there exists a Kasparov product (Bu in E{A, B) of ¢1 by ¢2 and (Bu is 
unique up to operator homotopy. 
Proof : {Existence) Note firstly、that Su is a countably generated Hilbert B-
module. Let G be an F2-c0nnecti0n of degree 1. 
Set A i ^ K ( ^ i ) ^ l + K(5i2) C B(^12), 
and A2 全 C * (G2_ l , [G ,0 i (A )0 l]，G — C*, [G, i ^ i 0 l ] ) C B ( ^ ) , 
and A = 'span{Fi^h G, 0 i ( A ) 0 l } C B(&2). 
We want to apply the Kasparov technical theorem 1.5.6. To check that all 
conditions of this theorem are met, observe that A2 and A are separable (since A 








I ^2 is a graded C*-subalgebra and A is a graded subspace ofB(^12). Since ^ i and 
r ^12 are countably generated, by corollary 1.1.30, K ( ^ i ) and K{Su) are a-unital. 
:t 
I f h i and fi2 are strict ly positive elements in K ( ^ i ) and S12 respectively, then 
hi<^ l + h2 is also a strictly positive element in A i . Hence A i is a-unital. Since 
K(^ i ) (8) l and K(^12) are invariant under the induced grading automorphism on 
： B(^12), A i is a graded C*-subalgebra of !(£'12). 
To check A i . A2 C K(^12), we need to show that (T(g)l)X G K(^:i2) where T 
is i n K ( ^ i ) a n d X is e i ther G^ — 1，G — G* , [G, F i 0 l ] , or [G, (/!>i(a)(8)l], a G A. 
By 3.1.7(7) and 3.1.4(c), G* - G and G^ — 1 are 0-connections. Hence both 
( T 0 l ) ( G - G*) and {T(^l){G^ - 1) are in K(&2) for all T in K ( ^ i ) . Note that 
for any homogeneous element T in K(£^i), we have 
{ m i ) [ G , S ^ l ] = { - l f ^ [ G , T S ^ l ] - { - l f ^ [ G , T ^ l ] { S 0 l ) 
where S is either Fi or ^i{a) for any a in A. Then, by lemma 3.1.7(6), (T<g)l)X G 
：„ K(S12), VT G K 0 ^ ) , for X = [G,Fi], [G^,(/>i(a)0l], {a G A). Hence A i . A2 is a 
1 subset of K(^*i2). 
To show that A derives ^ i , i t suffices to check that all [ F i 0 l , T 0 l ] , [G, T 0 l 
and [0 i (a )^ l ,T (g ) l ] are in Ai for any a in A and any T in K ( & ) . Clearly the 
first and th i rd commutators are in Ai. By lemma 3.1.7(6), the second one is 
also in A i . 
Since B(^12) 二 A4(K(^i2)) , by Kasparov technical theorem, there exist pos-
it ive elements M , N of degree 0 in B(^12) such that 
M + N 1，M . Ai C K(5i2), and N . A2 C K(^:i2). 
Set F = M 2 ( F 1 0 l ) + N^G. Then F is an element of degree 1 in B(^12). 
Since M ^ T ^ T ^ M ^ = M i ( e ^ ( g ) l ) M * G M2A1M2 C K(^'i2), by lemma 1.1.12, 
M h T , is an element in K ( ^ , ^ 2 ) for all x in ^i-^ Then T ; M * belongs to 
K ( & 2 , 6 ) for all rr in 4 By lemma 3.1.7(6), M ^ is an 0-connection. By 
lemma 3.1.7(2), M is also an 0-connection; and since M + N 二 1，N is an 
i l_connection. By lemma 3.1.7(2) again, N、 is an 1-connection. By 3.1.7(2)，F 
‘ is an F2-c0nnecti0n. 
Next we want to show that (^12, (/>i^l, F ) is a Kasparov ( A 5)-module. Fix 
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I 
M > g ' 
W/ 
an arbitrary homogeneous element a in A. Then 
[ i ^ , 0 i W ( ^ l ] = (- l )aa{[(/^^(a)(g)l ,Af*( i^ i^ l) ] + [ ( M ^ ^ ) ^ , # * < ^ ] } 
=(—1产[么(汉)(^1，Mi](Fi(g)l) + Mi(lMa),Fi](^l) 
+ (-l)^^[(^i(a)0l, Ni]G + ATi[(^i(a)(g)l, G]. 
I ^ 
‘ The first commutator is in K(^12) because 0 i ( A ) 0 l is a subset of A . The second 
r -
‘ commutator is in K(^12) because [ ^ i {A ) ,F i ] is a subset K ( A ) . The fourth 
commutator is in K(£^i2) because [ 0 i ( A ) 0 l , G ] is a subset of A2. Since [A, M 
： is a subset of K(^12) and N 二 1 - M, [A, iV] 二 [A, 1 — M] 二 0 mod K(^12). 
{ Then the th i rd commutator is in £12. Since M and N commute wi th A modulo 
\ K(^12), 
(F-F*)((/>i(a)0l) 
= M * { ( C F i — F * ) 0 i ( a ) ) ^ l } + N、{G - G*)((^ i (a)0l ) mod K(&2) . 
Since ( (F i -F * ) ( /> i (A ) )0 l is a subset oiAi and G-G* is in A2, ( F - F * ) ( 0 i ( A ) 0 l ) 
I is also a subset of K(^12). Moreover, we have 
丨 (F^-l)((^i(a)0l) 
= { M ( i ^ 0 l ) + NG^ + N-2M'^G{F,0l) + 
AriMi(Fi(^l)G — l|((/>i(a)(8)l) mod K(A2) 
= A f ( ( F f - l ) 0 i W ) ( ^ l ) + 
N{G^ - l)(0i(a)(8)l) + A/'^Mi[G,Fi(^l](0i(a)(8)l) mod K(A2) 
Since both G^ — 1 and [G, F i 0 l ] are in A2, 
N{G^ — l ) ( ( ^ i (a )0 l ) + A^iM2[G',Fi(8)l]((^^i(a)(8)l) G K(&2)-
Since ( F f - l ) A ( a ) G K(^ i ) ,财((^?—1似劝念1) ) ^ K ( ^ ) . Thus { 8 u . < p m . F ) 
is a Kasparov (A, 5)-module. 
To show that (^12, (/>i0l, F) is a Kasparov product of €1 by €2, i t remains 
;i to check the condition (ii) in definition 3.1.9. Note that we have 
[凡会1，F] =[Fi0l, M2](Fi0l) + M^[Fi0l, Fi(g)l] + 
[ F i ^ l , N i ] G ^ N ^ F i ^ l , G ] . 
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Since F i<^ l is in A , the first and th i rd terms are in K(^12). Since [ F i 0 l , G ] is 
an element of A2, the fourth term is in K(^12) • Note that 
M ^ ( F i ^ l ) 0 i ( a ) ( 8 ) l = M i ( ( F ^ — l ) ( ^ i @ ) ( ^ l ) + M ^ i ( a ) ( 8 ) l 
= M ^ 0 i ( a ) 0 l mod K(^12). 
Hence 
( 0 i ( a ) 0 l ) [ F i ^ l , F ] ( 0 i ( a * ) 0 l ) 
=(^i(a)0l)M^(F,'(3l)(Ma*)(g)l) 
= ( ¢ l ( a ) 0 l ) M i ( ¢ l ( a * ) 0 l ) > 0 m o d 1(£：12)，Va G A. 
(Uniqueness) Assume that (&2,01念1,厂) in E(A, B) is another Kasparov 
product of (Bi by ¢2 
Set A 1 = K ( A ) ( 8 ) l + K(^12), 
a n d A2 = C * ( [ F i ^ l , F ] , [ F i 0 l , F l F - F'), 
and A 全 s p a n { F M , F , F ' , 4 > i { A ) ^ l } . 
Since F F' is an 0-connection, similar to above, one can check that the Kas-
parov technical theorem applies. I t follows that there exist positive elements M 
and N of degree 0 in B(<^12), such that 
M + N = 1, M . Ai C K(^12), and N . A2 C K(^12). 
Set F"全 M i ( F i 0 l ) + N^F, As above one can check that ( & 2 , 0 i ^ l , F " ) 
is a Kasparov (A, 5)-module. Note that 
[X，F"] 二 [ X ， M ^ [ F M ) + M ^ [ X , F i ^ l ] + [X, N ^ F + TV*[X，F], 
where X is either F or F'. Sinee X is in A and [ X , F i ^ l ] is in A2, the first 
three terms are all in K ( ^ 2 ) . Hence 
.F\F"�= N�{F,F�= 2N�FN�modK(£i2); 
and 




Since F — F' is in A2, N'^F' = N'^F and [F', F"] 二 2N^F^N'^ modulo K(^:i2). 
Since ^ i {A)<^ l is a subset of A and (F^ - l ) { ^ i { A ) ^ l ) is a subset of K(^12), 
we have 
(0i(a)0l)7ViF27Vi((/)i(a*)(8)l) = A r i ( 0 i W ( ^ l ) i ^ 2 ( A ( 。 * ) ^ l ) w i 
- A / " i ( 0 i ( a a * ) ( 8 ) l ) 7 V ^ > 0 m o d K(^ : i 2 ) . 
Thus by two application of proposition 2.1.21 give that (£^ 12, 0 i 0 l , F) is operator 
homotop ic to {8u, ^i<Sl, F') 口 
Lemma 3.1.12 Let (Bi 二（¾, 0i,Fi) and €3 = (¾, h，^3) be Kasparov {A, D)-
modules; let & = (¾, ¢2, F2) and €4 二 (¾,如，F^) be Kasparov (D, B)-modules. 
Then we have 
(1) If (Ei ^u ^3; then there exist Kasparov products ¢12 of ¢1 by €2 o,nd ¢32 
of ¢3 by €2, such that ^u ^ u ^32. 
(2) If ¢2 ^u ^; then there exist Kasparov products (Bu of ¢1 by ¢2 and ^u 
of €1 by ¢4; such that ¢12 ^u ^u-
Proof : (1) Suppose that U : ¢1 ~~、¢3 is an isomorphism of Kasparov (A, B)-
modules. Then there exists an isomorphism U: 8 ^ ~~、^2 of graded Hilbert 
B-modules given on simple tensors by f7(ei0e2) 二 Ue!<^e2, Ve1(8)e2 G ^12-
Let ¢12 = ( ^ i 2 , 0 i ^ l , ^ ) be a Kasparov product of ^ i by 化.Denote by ¢32 
the Kasparov (A, 5)-module ( ¾ , h ^ , U F U ' ' ) . Then €12 «« 62 . From the 
proof of proposition 3.1.5, we see that U F U ' ^ is an F2-c0nnecti0n for S3. Since 
U(c/>i(a)0l) 二（6(a)0 l )^^ for all a in A and f 7 (F i0 l ) = (F3^l)C^, one can 
show that ( (^3(a)^ l ) [ f^^^^" ' ' ^3^1] (03(a*)0 l ) > 0 mod K ( ^ 2 ) for all a in A 
Hence €32 is a Kasparov product of ¢3 by ¢2. 
(2) I f V^: ¢2 ""^> ¢4 is an isomorphism of Kasparov (D,5)-modules, then 
i t can induce an isomorphism W : ^12 — ^i4 of graded Hilbert B-modules 
given on simple tensors by W{e1^e2) = ei^We2, Vei0e2 G ^12- Let ¢12 二 
(&2 0 i 0 l , F ) be a Kasparov product of ¢1 by ¢2. Then one can use similar 
argument 'of above to check that €14 二（&,^0l,^i^^_i) is a Kasparov 







Lemma 3.1.13 Let (Bi be a degenerate {A,D)-module and ¢2 be a Kasparov 
(Z>, B)-module. Then any Kasparov product of CBi hy €2 is operator homotopic 
to a degenerate element. 
Proof : Let ^ = { 8 i , ^ i , F i ) , i = 1,2. Since ¢1 is a degenerate {A, D)-module, 
^ = (^i2,0i(8)l,Fi(g)l) is a degenerate {A, 5)-module. I f 5 = (&2,</>i^l，F) is 
a Kasparov product of ¢1 by ¢2, by definition, 
( 0 i ( a ) (g ) l ) [ F i ( 8 ) l , F ] { ^ i { a * ) ( ^ l ) > 0 m o d K{Su), Va G A. 
奮 By proposition 2.1.21, (B is operator homotopic to 5. 口 
, Lemma 3.1.14 Let ¢1 be a degenerate {A,D)-module and ¢2 be Kasparov 
(D, B)-module. Then there exists a degenerate Kasparov product of ¢1 by €2-
• Proof : Let & = (¾,小“ i ^ , i 二 1，2. Since [i^, 02(a)] 二 0 for any a in A, by 
l e m m a 3 .1 .7 (6) , < S & 0 i ^ is an F2-c0nnec t i0n a n d 
I 
( * ) [ T ^ l , S s , ^ F 2 ] = 0，VT G B ( ^ i ) . 
In particular, [ ( />i(a)0l ,&i( t ) i^] = 0 for all a in A. Let {ui)ieA be an approxi-
mate identity of degree 0 for B. Then for any a in A and any ei0e2 in ^12, 
((Ss,0F2y — l ) (0 i (a)g) l ) ) (e i0e2) 二 0 i W e i ( & ( i ^ - l)e2 
二 lim0i(a)(eiWi)(|)(i^2 - l)e2 
二 lim^i{a)ei<^^2{ui){F^ — l ) e2 二 • 
since (¾, 02, i ^ ) is a degenerate module. Similarly, 
{Ss,^F2 — ( ^ 0 i ^ 2 ) * ) ( 0 i ( a ) 0 l ) = 0’ Va G 儿 
= Hence ¢12 is a degenerate (A,^)-module. By (*)， 
(^i(a)(§l)[Fi(§l,Ss:,(§F2j(^i(a*) i) l ) = 0, Va e A. 
Thus ¢12 is a Kasparov product of €1 by ¢2. • 
L e m m a 3 . 1 . 1 5 Let ¢1, ¢2 be Kasparov {A,D)-modules, and €3 & a Kasparov 
(L>, B)-module. //<¾ is a Kasparov product 0 / ¾ hy €3 (¾ = 1，2)，then ^ i 3 0 ^ 2 3 




P r o o f : Let ^ = ( ‘ 0 “ i ^ , i = 1,2,3, and ^ 3 二 ( ^ , 0 i 0 l , G ^ z ) , ^ = 1,2. 
The re is an i somorph i sm U : ( £ ^ 1 0 ^ ) 0 0 3 ¾ ~ ^ ( & 0 0 3 ¾ ) ^ ( ¾ ^ ^ ¾ ) of graded 
H i l b e r t B - m o d u l e s given on s imple tensors by 
U{{ei e e2)(8)e3) 二（610¾) e (e2(8)e3), Vei 6 Si. 
Denote by 5 the module ( ( & ^ ¾ ) ( ¾ ^ ¾ , ( 0 i 6 0 2 ) ^ l , U-^{G1eG2)U) which is 
unitar i ly equivalent to ¢12 © ¢23- Then i t suffices to check that ^ is a Kasparov 
product of ¢1 ① ^ 2 by ¢3. 
Let Tei, Se,, Re,es2 (ei e Si , i - 1,2) be the &-tensor operator for Si, 
S2, Si ① & respectively. Note that Re,ee2 = U ' ^ T e , © Se,) for all e^  in ^ , 
i = 1, 2. Then by a simple calculation one can check that U'^iGi 0 G2)U is an 
F3-c0nnect i0n for Si © 82. T h e n for any a i n A , 
(OM«) ® 02W)(§)i)[O^i ® i ^ ) ^ i , u - \ G i e G2)U ] { {M^* )① 02(a*) )0 i ) 
= y - i { ( O M a ) ^ i ) [ F i < ^ i , C i ] ( 0 i ( a * )0 i ) ) e { h { a ) 0 i ) [ F 2 ^ 1 , c y ( 0 2 ( a * ) ( ^ i ) ) } " 
>0 m o d K ( ( A @ & ) ^ 0 3 & ) . 
Thus d is a Kasparov product of ¢1 ①这2 by ¢3. • 
Lemma 3.1.16 Let ¢1 he a Kasparov {A,D)-module, and (B2, ¢3 be Kasparov 
{D,B)-modules. If (Bu is a Kasparov product of €1 by (Bi {i = 2 ,3 ) , then 
¢12 ® <^3 is isomorphic to a Kasparov product of ¢1 by ¢2 © ^3-
Proof : Similar to the proof of the preceding lemma. 口 
L e m m a 3.1.17 Let €\ 二（4 0 i , i ^ and &, = (&,(/>2,i^ he Kasparov mod-
y^les for ( A , D) and (D, B), t € [0,1]. Suppose that A is a-unital and 11~"、F^ is 
norm continuous for t in [0,1] and i=l,2. Then there exists a Kasparov product 
¢^ of ^1 by ¢2; —ich is operator homotopic a Kasparov product ¢^2 of ^1 by 
(¾. 
Proof : By corollary 3.1.6, there exists a norm continuous path Gt, t G [0,1], of 
degree 1 elements in B(^12), such that for each t in [0,1], Gt is an Ffconnection 
for Si. 
Set A i ^ K ( A ) 0 l + K(^:i2), 
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and ^2 全 C%[Gt,^i{A)mlG't-l,Gt-Gl [ F f ^ l , GJ ： t G [0,1]), 
1 and A = ^^^5^^^^"( ]^y iT7^^^"^^TTi" [^^ . 
I Since A is separable and everything that varies wi th t is norm continuous, A2 
and A are all separable. By repeating the argument of the proof of 3.1.11, one 
can show that A1A2 is a subset of K(&2) and A derives A i . Then, by the 
Kasparov technical theorem, there exist positive elements M , N of degree 0 in 
B(^12), such that M + N = 1, MAi C K(&2), NA2 C K(5i2). 
Set Ft = M i ( F i ^ 0 l ) + 7ViCt, Vt G [0,1]. Then Ft, t G [0,1], is a norm 
continuous path of degree 1 elements in B(Si2). By repeating the argument of 
the 3.1.11, one can prove that {Su,4'i^l,Ft) G E(A, B) is a Kasparov product 
of (E\ by (Bl for all t in [0,1]. The result follows. • 
Theorem 3.1.18 I f A is separable and D, B are a-unital C*-algebras, the Kas-
parov product defines a function 
.：KKoh{A, D) X KKoh{D, B) 一 KKoh{A, B) 
satisfying the following conditions : 
(1) X . {y + z) = X . y + X . z, Vx G KKoh{A, D), Vy, z G KKou{D, B)； 
(2) {x + y) . z = X . z + y • z、 Vx, y e KKoh{A D), 
\/zeKKoh{D,B)； 
⑶ if f : Ai __^ A and g: B ^、Bi are graded homomorphisms of graded 
C*-algehras, then f \ x ) . y 二 P{x • y) and x • g,{y) 二 p*(x • y) for all x in 
KKoh{A D) and all y in KKoh{D, B); 
⑷ V": Di ""•> D is a graded homomorphism of graded C*-algebras, then 
h^(a:).y = oc.h*M, yxeKKoh{ADi), yyeKKoh{D,B). 
Proof : Follows from the preceding six lemmas 3.1.12-3.1.17, the product is a 
well-defined function and the properties (1) and ⑶ hold. 
Let €1 and ¢2 be Kasparov modules for {A,D) and {D,B)] and let ¢12 
be a Kasparov product of €1 by & . Then /*(¢12) is a Kasparov product of 






y in K K o h { D , B ) . Write ^ 二 ( & , 0 “ i ^ , { i = 1,2) and ¢12 = { S u , ^ i ^ l , G ) . 
Denote by ^ the graded homomorphism ¢2^1 from D into M{S2<^gB1). Then 
； there is an isomorphism U: S u ^ g B i ^ ) • ^i®c^{^2®gB\) of graded Hilbert B y 
modules given on simple tensors by U{{e1(^e2)^b) = e1(8)(e2(8)6), Ve^  G & , V6 G 
B i . Then 
E(A,Bi) 3 5 =(^1^^(¾¾^!) , ¢10^1, U{G^gl)U-') 
-u(^12(^gB1, (01(8)021)¾!, C(8)pl) = /^*(¢12). 
Let Tx, Sx, X G ^ i , be the &-，^0^5 i - tensor operators respectively. Then 
(5,(F20l) - U{G®l)U-^Ss,^i.)){e2®h) 
=x(^{F2e2^b) - U{G^l)U-^Ss,x(^{e2<^b)) 
=U{{x^F2e2)^b) - U{{G{Ss,x^e2))^b) 
^U{T,F2e2)^b — (CT5,^(.)e2)06) 
i =U{T,F2^l 一 GT&iOr)0l)(e20W, 
for any e2<Sb in S2^gB1 and any x in Si. Hence 
5 , ( ^ 2 0 1 ) — U{G^l)U-'Ss,^(r) 二 UmF2 — G T & 1 ^ ) 0 1 ) , Va G & • 
The last one is in K ( & 0 ^ i , A 0 < ^ ( & ^ # i ) ) because T^F2 - G T 〜 ^ is in 
K{S2.^12) for a l l X i n S i and " K ( & , ^ ) ( ^ 1 C K ( ^ ^ ^ i , ^ i ^ 0 ( ^ ^ ^ i ) ) (see 
lemma 1.4.7). Similarly, 
{ F 2 ^ l ) S : = S*s,^^^^U{G0l)U-' mod K{81(^^{S2^gB1),82^gB1). 
Hence U { G ^ l ) U - ^ is an F2(8)l-connection for 81. Note that we have 
( ^ ( a ) ^ 0 l ) [ i ^ i ^ 0 l ’ " ( G ^ l ) � i ] O M " ) ^ � 
二[/((01问念如1)^ 1^会如1,間(01(力念“1))『1 
> 0 m o d K{S1^cp{^2^gB1)), Va G A. 
Thus 5 is a Kasparov product of & by ( ¾ ¾ ¾ h ^ , F 2 ^ l ) = " * ( ¾ ) , which 







Let ¢1 = ( ^ i , 0 i , F i ) and ¢2 二 (^ ,02,^¾) be Kasparov modules for {A,D) 
and {Di,B). Note that 
^^  K{^i) = {Ei^hDu^i^hl.Fi0hl)-
and 
I: /l*(^) = (^,02O^F2); 
and there exists an isomorphism W: {Sl^hDl)^¢2^2 ^^> fi002。"& of graded 
Hilbert B-modules given on simple tensors by 
— ^7((ei(g)/,d)002e2) = 61002。"如(句62，Ve^ G ^ , Md G D. 
Let 9Jl = (^10020/.^,010020/.1,<^) be a Kasparov product of ¢1 by " * ( ¾ ) . 
Then m ^u [{S1^hD1)^^,82. ( 0 i 0 a ) ^ ^ 2 l , U-^GU) G E{A, B). To prove that 
邀 ^1 • / i * ( ^ 2 ) � o h K{^i) • ¢2, i t suffices to show that 
i 
:— ((^1^^)^02¾, (^i^l)^02l, U-'GU) 
is a Kasparov product of h*{(Bi) by ^ - Let T ^ ei G Su be the &-tensor 
operator for Si； and let 5；, x G ^ i 0 / , A , be the &-tensor operator for 8 i ^ h D i . 
Then US,^^d = Te,h(d) for any ei in Si and any d in D. Hence 
— US^^^d^2 - GUSs^^ {ei)(^PD, {d) 
=TeMd)F2 — GTs,^ie,)MM 
=(Te,F2 — GTs,^ie,))MPD,d) — TeJF2, M M ] 
belongs to K ( ^ , ^ i 0 ^ , o . ^ ) for any ei in ^ i and any d in D. I t follows that 
S,,^,F, — U-'GUS,,^^M.i^)�e K(&,(&0hi^0,/2), Vei G &, W G D； 
— similarly, F , 5 ； , , - 《 丄 ⑷ ‘ ⑷ ^ 柳 ^ K ( ( M " A ) ^ , 2 & , ^ ) ^ r any e, 
in ^1 and any d in D. Hence U'^GU is an F2-c0nnect10n on {Si^hDi)^^,S2. 
: Note that 
^ ((01@念』念,21)[(厂1会"1)念021,『1你]((似《*)念"1)念021) 
^ =[/-Hc/>i(a)0,,oa)[i^i^0.o.l,G](0i(a*)0^.o.l)^ > 0 mod K ( ( ^ x ^ A ) 0 , , ^ ) . 
•；' 
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j 3.2 The associativity of Kasparov product 
Throughout this section, let A, B and D be cr-unital graded C*-algebras. In 
this section, we f irst ly prove that 〜& and 〜oh are coincides on E{A, B) i f A 
is separable and B is a-unitaL In this case, we also prove that the Kasparov 
product on KK{A, B) (= KKoh{A, B)) is associative. In particular, the K K -
group KK{A, A) is a (unital and abelian) r ing (if A is separable). 
Notation Denote by uc the Kasparov (C, C)-module (C,1,0)/ and denote hy 
UD the Kasparov (D, D)-module {rD{uc) = ( f i , 1, 0). Let lo be the image ofuo 
in KKoh{D,D). 
Lemma 3.2.1 For any x in E{A,D), x-ln 二工 in KKoh{A,D), and lA-oc = x 
m KK{A,D). 
Proof : Let <E = {S, ¢, F) be a Kasparov (A, D)-module. Note that there exists 
an isomorphism U\ S^iD ~~、8 of graded Hilbert L>-modules given on simple 
tensors by U{e^d) = ed, Ve G S, Md G D. To prove { € } • lo = { ^ } , i t suffices 
to show that 5 = { S ^ i D , (/>0l, U ' ^ F U ) is a Kasparov product of (B by uo- Let 
Te’ e e E, be the D-tensor operator on 8^iD. Let (n^)ieA be an approximate 
ident i ty of degree 0 for D. Then for all d in D, 
U-'FUTeuAd) = Femd 二 （ & 如 ^ ( ( 4 口 ） 二 \急以,，4(句 
Hence U'^FUTeu, G K(L>,^(g)iD) for any e in 8 and any i. Similarly, we have 
T* U~"FU 二 e \ 1 G K(S^iD,D). Since T^u, 4 Te (see 1.1.5(1) and 
eui^ u^,F*emf 八 、 
3.1.1( i)) for a l l e i n & U'^FUT^ e K{D,8^^D) and TJJ-iFU G K ( ^ : 0 i A ^ ^ ) 
for al l e in £. Hence U'^FU is an 0-connection for £. Note that for any a in A 
( ^ ( a m i F 0 l , U - ' F U m a * m =『i0W[i^，F]0(a*)" 
= 『 • a y J t O m o d K{80iD). 
Thus 5 is a Kasparov product of (B by UD. 
By proposit ion 3.1.8，we may assume that 小 is essential. Then there exists an 
isomorphism 评：A0^S 一 8 of graded Hilbert i > ^ d u l e s given on simple ten-





is a Kasparov {A, D)-module which is uni tar i ly equivalent to { E , ^ , F ) . Then 
we want to show that M is a Kasparov product of UA by ¢. I t suffices to show 
that U~^FU is an jP-connection. Let T^, a G A, be the f^tensor operator on 
A(§^e. Since UTa = ^{a) for a l l a i n A, 
TaF - U - ^ T p A a ) =U-、WF - 『 〜 狐 ⑷ 、 
=U-^[F,^{a)] e U-^K{8) = K{S,A^^S), 
where /¾ is the grading automorphism on A (cf. 1.3.2(i)). Similarly, we have 
F T * — T》A、a、U-^ G K{A(^^8,8) for a l l a i n 左 T h e n U'^FU is an F-
connection. • 
Recall that ft ： IB ~~^ B is the evaluation homomorphism at t e [0,1 . 
L e m m a 3.2.2 Let 7Tt: C[0,1] ~ "^ C, t G [0,1] be the evaluation mapping. 
Then 
’ 7T*(uc) = (C,^o,0)〜oh ^l{uc) 二 ( C , ^ 1 , 0 ) m E(C[0,1] ,C) . 
P r o o f : First ly, we claim the following assertion : 
We may represent T^l[u<c), t G [0，1]，by any module of the form 
( / o T * \ \ 
(*) n ^ o p , ^ t , T n 
V V 0 " 
yjhere U is a trivially graded, infinitely dimensional, separable Hilbert space, T 
is a Fredholm operator of index 1 in M{U), which is unitary modulo K{n), and 
the graded homomorpMsm ^ from C[0,1] into B(n 0 們 ts defined by 
f l o\ , 
示 七 侦 二 9 说 . . 1 , V^^C[0,1]. 
�u丄乂 
Note that i f T is unitary modulo K { n ) , the module of the form (*) belongs to 
E(C^[0，l],C). Recall that any Fredholm operators having the same index can 
be connected by a norm continuous path of Fredholm operators (of index 1) , all 
: of which are uni tary modulo K { n ) (see [5，p362, 5.1]). I t follows that 
/ / o T r W ( „ 广0 T * \ \ 
[ n ^ n ^ ^ M l 々 卜 _ , - ; T2 0 
V v ^ V / V V \ ” ) 
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for any pair of Fredholm operators Ti and T2 of index 1. To prove the above 
assertion, i t suffices to find a Fredholm operator T of index 1 which is unitary 
modulo K(7/), such that the module of the form (*) is operator homotopic to 
• c ) . 
Let (^i)ieN be an orthonormal basis for U . Define V^。： C ① H 一 U by 
Wo(l,0) = fi, 
^o (0 ,e . )= fm, V^GN. 
Then Wo is a unitary and W = Wo 0 1 ： C①？/ ® H^^ — n 0 %。!> is an isomor-
phism of graded Hilbert C-modules. And W{nt{g) 0 i^ t {g)W^ 二 i^t{g) for any 
( f0 l \ \ 
continuous function g on [0,1]. Since n^U'P.ifu is a degenerate 
V 乂丄 V/ 
modulefor (C,C), 
( f0 l \ ] 
< ( M c ) � � / ^ < ( ^ : ) e n e n ' p , n t , . . 
V VI。乂 
( fo 1 ] ] 
二 C：①¾①？ rP,7^ t①7f t , 0① 
V \ 1 。乂 
( ( f o i \ \ \ 
^u n ^ w ^ . ^ u w 0 ® 1 ^ v r . 
V V V I 0 " y 
Since W [ o 0 f 。 ^ \ \ VT is a self-adjoint element of degree 1 in B { H 0 71^^), 
V 乂1 0 " 
/ rj ^*\ 
write i t for some T in M(H). Then we need to show that T is a 
\T 0 ； 
Fredholm operator of index 1. I t follows from a simple calculation that 
^ , 1 ¾ - ! ^ i f Q 2 ， 
T^i = 
0， i f i = l. 、 
and T*^i 二 f i + i for any i > 1. Hence the image of T is closed, dim kerT 二 1, 
and dim kerT* 二 0. I t follows that T is a Fredholm operator and 
ind{T) = dim kerT - dim kerT* 二 1 (see sect ion2.3). 
Thus the assertion follows. 
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Secondly, we wi l l find some suitable U and T such that the modules of the 
form (*), for t = 0,1, are operator homotopic. Let U = L^[0,27r] and define 
M : C[0,27r] ^ B ( L 2 [ 0 , 2 7 r ] ) by 
Mg^p{x) = g{x)i;{x), yg G C[0,2yr], V^ G L [^0,27r]. 
Consider the orthonormal basis {1, sinrr, cos x, sin 2x, cos 2x,. • • } for U and de-
fine an element D in M{U) by D{1) 二 0, 
D{sinnx) 二 cos nx, and D(cos nx) = - sin nx, Vn G N. 
Then D* = -D, and D^ + 1 is a projection onto C . 1 C L^[0,27r] (implies 
D^ + 1 G K { n ) ) . Define a bounded linear operator A on C[0, 27r] by, 
A{g) = MgD - DMg, Mg G C[0,27r]. 
Note that by standard trigonometric identities, for any m and n in N, we have 
A(sin n x ) ( l ) = 0; , 
0, i f m > n ； 
A(sin nx){cos mx)— 




0, i f m > n 
A(sinno;)(sinmrr) = 
sin (n - m)x, i f n > m ； 
\ 
Then A(sinnx) is a finite rank operator for any n in N; and, similarly, A(cosnx) 
is also a finite rank operator for any n in N. Since the set 
{1, s inx , cos X, sin 2x, cos 2x,... } 
generates C[0, 27r], A has image in the set of all compact operators on U . Hence 
D commutes wi th the set {Mg: g £ C[0,2兀]} modulo K{7i). 
Let S 全 { h e C[0, 27T]: — 1 < /i(x) < 1, h{0) 二 1，h{27r) 二 - 1 } - For each h 
in S, define an operator Th on H by 
Th = Mh - (1 - M/,2)iD(l - Mh2)i. 
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For each h in 5 , since | | M J < \\h\\ < 1, 0 < 1 — M^2 and, so, T^ is well-defined. 
Since h is real-valued, D^ = —1 mod K ( ^ ) , and [Mg,D] 二 0 mod K{%) for 
any g in C[0,27r], T^*T^ = 1 and T^T^* = 1 mod K{U). Hence Th is a Fredholm 
operator which is uni tary modulo K(7/) . Since S is convex and ||T^|| < 2\\h\ 
for al l h in S, any pair of elements in S is connected by a norm continuous path 
in S. Then elements in S have the same Fredholm index (see [5, p362,5 .1 ] ) . 
Now consider the element h 二 cos f in S. Then we have (1 — M | ) * = Msinf； so 
cos (n - | ) x , i f f = cos nx ； 
{Mh — (1 - M l ) ' ^ D ) { f ) = s in ( n — | ) x , i f f = sinnx ； 
cos f , i f f = 1 • 
Since the set { 2 c o s | , 2 s i n | , 2 c o s ^ , . . . } forms an orthonormal basis for 7i , 
Mh - (1 — M l ) 2 D is surjective and ker {Mh - (1 _ M l ) ' 2 D ) = C(1 — cos f ) . 
Therefore , i n d ^ — (1 - M^)iV) = 1. Since U _ ( ½ — (1 _ M^)iV) is 
compact, ind{Th) = 1 (ref. [5, p356 , 3.11]). Hence any element in S is of 
index 1. 
Let Po be the projection f rom L^[0, 27r] onto L^[0, | ] and Qo be the project ion 
f rom L2[0,2n] onto L^[^, 2ir]. Clearly, P。, Qo commute w i t h M / , f G C[0, 2<. 
Set 
51 = {h e S: h{x) = —1, Vx G [ f , 27r]}, 
and 
52 = { 9 e S : g { x ) = l , V x G [ 0 , f ] } . 
Note that for any h in Si and any g in ^¾, 
(1 — Mh2)P0 = 1 — M^2、and (1 — Mg2)Q0 = 1 — Mg2； 
therefore, ( l — i y ( l — M ^ 2 ) i _ D ( l - A f " 2 ) i 二 0 二（l — Q。）（l — M " , 2 ) * D ( l — M / ) i . 
For each h in 5 i , since z( l — M ^ 2 ) i D ( l - M^2) i is self-adjoint, 1 - P。commutes 
w i t h (1 - M / , 2 ) i D ( l - M " 2 ) i and, so w i t h Th. Hence Po commutes w i t h 7 \ for 
any h in Su similarly, Qo commutes w i th Tg for any g in S2. Set 
p A (Po 0 ) and Q 4 (^" ^] e B ( ^ e ? ^ ^ ^ ) . 
(0 Po) V^ Qo) 
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Define ¢: C [ 0 , 2 兀 ] — B { n 0 对叩）by 0 ( / ) - M f 0 M f , V / G C[0, 27r]. I t is 
straightforward to check that for any h in Si and any g in ^¾, 
( f o T^W 
(Bo = P{n e uop), p^, p T ‘ e E(c[o, 2兀],c)； 
V V^ ^ J J 
( (0 T*\ \ 
¢1 全 QCH e Vn,Q^, Q T n ^ E ( q o， 2 ^ ] , C ) ; 
V V9 ” ) 
幻 � 4 f ( i - p ) ( 7 / e 7 { ^ ^ ) , ( i - m ( i - P ) 1 ^ ^ M ) GB(C[0,2^],C); 
V v ^ ” ) 
D i ^ ( ( i - Q ) ( i ^ e 7 / ^ ^ ) , ( i - Q ) 0 , ( i - Q ) ^ ^ ) ) eD(C[o,27T],C). 
V \ “ •乂乂 
For each h in Su since (1 — Po )n = ~ ( 1 — Po), kerTh - ker{PoTh). Then PoTh 
is a unitary and is of index 1 for any h in Si. Similarly, QJTg is a unitary and 
is of index 1 for any g in 82-
Define a (graded) *-homomorphism ¢ : C[0,1] ~~^ C[1, 2兀]by 
、(0), i f : r e [ 0 , f ] ； 
^{g) {x ) 二 g{^ - I)， i f 0； G [ | , f ] ； V" G C[0,1]. 
、p(l), i f x G [ f , 2 ^ ] ； 
Note that ？办糊=(F。M^ „ J^ , ] for all f in C[0,1]. Then 
\ 0 PoMipf / 
0, i f t G [f,27r' 
{PoM^f{g)){t) 二 
卿 [ m m t ) , i ftG[o,|] 
V 
'0， 、 i f t G [f,27r] 
— ‘ / ( 0 ) " W , i f t G [0 , f ] , \f9 e L2[0,27T]. 
v 
Therefore P^^{f) = / (0 ) for any f in C[0,1]. I t follows that 
( ( 0 P T i \ \ 
功*(€0)二 p [ K ® 7 n , 7 f t P , ； ' 
V V^Th • ) ) 
= K { ^ c ) in K K o h { C % W -
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S i m i l a r l y , 4 * ( € i ) 二 7Ti*(uc). N o t e t h a t 
/ ( 0 T^W 
m ^ [n^w^A. 二 ， GE(c[o,i],c), tG[o,i], 
V Vgt •乂乂 
where gt = th + (1 — t)g G S, t G [0,1], h G S'i, g G & ’ gives an operator 
homotopy connecting Tlo 二 €o ® ^ o and Th = ¢1 ① ^ i . Hence 
7T;{uc) 二 r{^o) = n<^i) 二 ^ i *(^c) in KKoh{C[0,1], C). 
• 
Theorem 3.2.3 If A is separable, then the relation 〜h and 〜oh coincide on 
E ( A , B ) . 
Proof : I t suffices to show that i f € G E(A, IB), then 
fo*((B)〜oh f i M 
where ft： IB ~~�B, t G [0,1], is the evaluation at t. Note that 
f : M = T B ( 7 T ; ( U C ) ) , V t G [ 0 , l ] . 
By 3.1.18 and 3.2.2, we have 
/ o * { ^ } = / o * { ^ } • l 5 
= m - f o i ^ B ) 
= m - { / o M } 
= m - { rBKM) } 
二{这}如(兀1*(他))}二/1*{进}. 
• 
Corollary 3.2.4 Suppose that A is separable. The map 
.：KK{A, D) X KK{D,B) — KK{A,B): [ ^ ] . [ ^ ] H [€12], 
(Bi e E ( A , D ) , ¢2 ^ HD,B), where (Bu is a Kasparov product of ¢1 by ^2； is 
well-defined and has all the properties stated in theorem 3.1.18. 
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Corollary 3.2.5 KK'{C, B) ^ K i { B ) , i 二 0,1. {KK^ = K K ) 
Proof : I t follows from 2.2.4. • 
Now, in the rest of th is section, we fix the following setting. Let € i = (^ i , 0 i , ^ i ) , 
¢2 = (& , ( ^ ,F2 ) , and ¢3 = ( ^ , 0 3 , ^ s ) be Kasparov modules for (A,Di), 
(D1,D2), and (D2,B) , respectively, w i th F1,F2,F3 self-adjoint (see 2.2.2). De-
note ^12 全 ^ 1(8)02¾, ^ 3 = <^^03&, ^123 全 ^ i<^(020i)^23, and S = Su^^.^s-
Let €12 二 (^i2, 0101, Fu) e E(A, D2) is a Kasparov product of (Ei by & , 
and €23 二 (&3, 02^1, F23) e E(Bi,B) is a Kasparov product of €2 by &， 
and €123 = (^i23, ¢101, F) G E(A, B) is a Kasparov product of ^ i by S23. 
Note that we can assume that all Fu ,F23 ,F are self-adjoint (see 3.1.7). There 
is an isomorphism U \ S ^*^^ A23 of graded Hilbert modules given on simple 
tensors by 
U{{e1^e2)^e^) == 61(^(62(8)63), Ve^  G Si {i = 1, 2, 3). 
Lemma 3.2.6 Let G3 G 1(¾), G23 G B(^)； and G G ^123 are homogeneous 
elements of the same degree. If G22. is an G3-c0nnecti0n on S23 and G is an 
G23-connection on Si23, then U~^GU is an G3-c0nnecti0n on 8. 
Proof : Firstly, assume all G3, G23, G of degree 1. Let T, , x G ^12, be the 
&-tensor operator, and Sy, y G ^ , be the &-tensor operator, and R^, z G 5i , 
be the ^3-tensor operator. Then UT^^^^^ = i ^ i & ” Ve^  G ^ {i 二 1,2，3). 
U'^GUTs^^^^^Se^e2 二 U'^GRss^eiSss^e2 
=U-'Re,G23Sse,e, mod K ( ^ , 5 ) 
=U- 'Re,Se,Gs mod K{Ss,S) 
- T e , ^ e , G s , ye,eSi{z = 1^2). 
Similarly, T 4 ^ e , ^ 5 . , e . ^ " ' ^ ^ = ^s^^^e , mod K(^ , ^ ) for all e, in & (z = 1, 2). 
Hence U~^GU is an G3-c0nnect i0n on S. 
Secondly, for the case that all G3, G23, G are of degree 0. We have 
^ 2 3 ¾ = ^ 2 ^ 3 mod K (^ , ^23 ) 
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and 
GRe, = Re^G23 Hiod K(&3,&23). 
Then by the above argument, one can show that U~^GU is an G3-c0nnecti0n. 
• 
Lemma 3.2.7 [U{Fu<^l)U-^,F] is an [F2(8)l, F23]-connection for Ei. 
Proof : Note that the above two commutators have degree 0. Let x be a 
homogeneous element in Si. Let Ty, y G ^ i , be the ^s-tensor operator for Si 
and Sy, y G ^ i , be the &-tensor operator for Si. Then Ty = U{Sy^l) for all y 
in Si. Note that 
( - l ) ^ " [ [ F 2 ^ l , F 2 3 ] © [ U { F u 0 l ) U - \ F ] X ] 
二（-lp1i^ da e U{Fu^l)U-\F2s ① i ^ , ^ ^ ] 
= [ [ i ^ 3 e F , T , ] , ( F 2 0 l ) t / ( F i 2 0 l ) t / - ' ] — 
( - i ) _ [ [ f z , ( F 2 0 1 ) e {u{Fi2^i)u-% F23 e F]. 
Since F23 is an F-connection on Sus, [F23 0 ^ , ¾ ^ K (&3 © A23) and, so 
[[F23 e F ,幻， {F2^1)U{Fu<^ l )U-^ ] e K ( ^ 3 ① Si23)- Note th at 
[ [ f , , ( F 2 ^ l ) e {U{Fi2^l)U-% F23 e F] 
— T / i o \ / 0 s * ^ i \ f i 0 、 
=[1^0 u j ^ ¾ ( ¾ ! 0 y ( 0 U - i ) , 
f i o \ f F 2 M 0 \ f i 0 \ 1 fF23 o V 
、0 U) \ 0 i ^ ^ J [0 U-')\，V Q F) 
_ | l o \ 「 「 ( 0 ^ \ | F , o \ l (F,s 0 、1 ( 1 o \ 
一、0 u| [ [ ^ ¾ oJ，、o i ^ y l j w ^ 0 t / , f / ) U o u-iJ " . 
Since F u is an F2-c0nnecti0n, [ ^ , i ^ ① i ^ 2 ] ^ l ^ ^ ( ¾ ① & 2 ) ^ 1 . By the 
preceding lemma 3.2.6, U~^FU is an F3-c0nnecti0n and, so, F23 0 U'^FU 
is an F3 ① iVconnect ion on 823 ® 8 二 (¾ © ^12)^03¾- By lemma 3.1.7(5), 
; [ 4 , F2 e i ^12 ]0 l , F23 e U-^FU] e K{S23 e ^ ) - Since 1 © U is an i somorph i sm 
of graded Hi lbert B-modules between S2?,① &23 and ^ 3 ① ^ , the element (*) 
belongs to K(^:23 © ^ m ) - Hence [U{F12(^ l )U-^ ,F] is an [F2(8)l,F23]-connection. 
• 
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Corollary 3.2.8 [ F u ^ l , U~^FU] is an 0-connection on 8. 
Proof : By 3.2.6 and 3.2.7, i t suffices to show that [ i ^ 0 l , F23] is an 0-connection. 
Let Tx, X e S2, be the ^ - tensor operator. Since F : has degree 1 and F23 is an 
F3-c0nnect i0n, 
F2^{F2^l)Tse,e, - -F2^Ts,^F,e2 = -TF,e,F^ mod K ( ^ , ^ 3 ) , 
and 
( F 2 ^ 1 ) F 2 3 ^ e , = ( F 2 ^ l ) T e , F 3 二 Tp ,e ,F , m o d K ( & , & 3 ) . 
Then [^2(8)1,^23)^62 = • mod K ( ^ , ^ ) - Since F2 and F23 are self-adjoint, 
' F20 l , F23] is an 0-connection. 口 
Lemma 3.2.9 [U{Fu<^l)U'^,F]- is an 0-connection on E. (Recall that if x 
is an element of a C*-algehra, then x . = |((x*a;)i) — x).) 
Proof : By 3.1.7(5) and 3.2.7, [ [ F u ^ l , U ' ^ F U ] - is an [F2(g)l, F23 ]--connection 
on S123. Since [ i ^ ( ^ l , U ' ^ F U ] . is degree 0, [ F i 2 0 l , U - ' F U ] ^ T , = T ^ [ F 2 ^ l . ^ ¾ ] -
m o d K ( ^ 3 , ^ i 2 3 ) , where T^, x G ^ i , is the ^ 3 - t e n s o r opera tor . T h e n i t suffices 
t o show t h a t T ^ [ F 2 0 l , F 2 3 ] - G K ( & 3 , S i 2 3 ) for any x i n Si. No te t h a t 
: [ i ^ 0 l , i ^ ] , 0 2 W ^ l : 
= ( - 1严 [ [厂2 3，0 2 ^ 0 1 ] , i ^ 2 ^ l ] + ( — 1产 [ [ 0 2问念 1， ^ 2 ^ 1 ] . ¾ ] 二 (*) 
for any homogeneous element d in Di. Since ¢23 = ( ^3 , ^2^1 , ^23) is a Kasparov 
(D i , 5 ) -modu le , the first term of (*) is compact. Since [(/^2(^),^¾] ^ K(S2) 
and F23 is an F2-c0nnecti0n for &，by lemma 3.1.7(5), the second term of (*) 
is also compact. Hence [[i^^l,F23],(/>2(cO<^l] ^ K ( & 3 ) for al l d in D. Since 
F2(8)l,F23] is degree 0, [F2<^l, F23] -commutes w i th (^(L>i)(g)l modulo K ( ^ s ) . 
Since €23 is a Kasparov product of ¢2 by ¢3, 
{ M d ) ^ l ) [ F 2 ^ h F 2 3 ] { M d * ) 0 l ) > 0 mod K{823) Vd G D i . 
F ix an element d in Di. Wri te X = [ ^ 2 0 1 , ¾ ] and T = ^2{dd*)^l. Then 
XT > 0 mod K ( ^ 3 ) . Since T > 0 and X * = X, \XT\^ = TXXT = {\X\T)\ 
— _ _ = T = ffi^〜. 
z ^ 
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I t follows that X-T = ( X T ) _ = 0 mod K(^23). Hence 
{Md)<^l)[F2^^.F2s]-{Md')^l) e K(^3), w G Di. 
Let {ui)ieA be an approximate identi ty for D i . Then 
^ . . . [ ^ 2 ^ 1 . ¾ ] - ^ ; . . 
= T , ( 0 2 ( ^ ^ ) ( ^ l ) [ i ^ 2 ^ 1 . ^ ] - ( ^ 2 ( ^ i ) 0 l ) T : G K ( ^ s ) , Vx G ^1 
Since S i D i is dense in 81, TjF2(8) l , F23]-T* G K ( ^ 3 ) for all x in Si. By 1.1.12, 
T ^ [ F 2 0 l , F 2 3 ] _ G K ( ^ 3 , ^ i 2 3 ) . H e n c e [ U { F u ( ^ l ) U - ^ , F ] . is a n 0 - c o n n e c t i o n . • 
T h e o r e m 3 . 2 . 1 0 Letxe K K { A , D i ) , y e KK{D1,D2), andze KK{D2,B). 
Then 
X . {y . z) 二 (rr • y) . z in K K { A , B). 
P r o o f : Note that € 〜 & 2 3 = ¢1 . (¾ .¾) - We want to find a Kasparov product 
<e = (£：, ((/)1(8)0J(8)^3l,F') of ¢1 by ¢23, which is 0 p 5 a t 0 r homotopic to ¢. For 
any T in B ( ^ i ) , denote f = ( T 0 l ) 0 l G B(5) and 0 i (a) = (0i(a)(^ l)(g) l , Va G 
左 
Set A i 全 K {8 ) + K ( & 2 ) ^ 1 + ( K ( & ) 0 l ) 0 l C M { 8 ) , 
and ^2 = C * { [ K u - ' F U ] A k { A ) , U - ' F U l [ i ^ ^ l , U - ' F U ] ^ ) C B ( ^ )， 
<--> •—‘ 
a n d A = span{U-^FU, P!, F u 0 l , ^ i ( ^ ) } . 
Then A i , A2 are a-uni ta l graded C*-subalgebras o fB(S) and A is a separable, 
graded, closed subspace of B(^ ) . 
Firstly, we want to show that A i , A2, A satisfy the conditions in the 
Kasparov technical theorem. For the condition that A derives A i , note that 
〜 ~ 
'X, A i ] C Ai, for X = Fi(A) or ^i(A). Since F is an F23-connection and 
U - ^ F U is an F 3 - c 0 n n e c t i 0 n for Eu "(see 3.2.6), by 3.1.7(5), [ U ' ^ F U , A i ] C A i . 
Since Fu is an F 2 - c 0 n n e c t i 0 n for ^ i , by 3.1.7(5) again, [ F u ^ l , A i ] C A i . 
Hence [ A , A i ] C A i . For the condition that A1A2 C K{S), i t suffices to 
s h o w t h a t XAi C K ( ^ ) , w h e r e X = [U-^FU,Pi] or X = [ C / " ^ F [ / J i ( ^ ) ] , 
or X = [Fi2(^l,U'^FU]-. F ix a homogeneous element a in A, and fix either 
X = # 1 or X 二 (^i(a). Note that for any T in (K(^i)(g) l) U K(^:i2) 
[U-'F,X]T^1 = [ U - ' F U , X { m i ) ] - { - l f ^ X [ U - ' F U , m i ] . 
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For T in K ( & ) 0 l , both commutators are in K{8) because UX{T<^l)U'^ G 
K(^i)(g)l , and F is an F23-connection for 81, and 3.1.7(5). For T in K(^12), 
both commutators are in K(^") because U ' ^ F U is an F3-c0nnecti0n for 812 and 
3.1.7(5). I t remains to show that [F12^l,U-^FU].A1 C K{S). By 3.2.9 and 
the map T ~~、UTU_ i is an isomorphism of graded C*-algebras from M{S) 
onto B(^^i23), 
( (K(^i ) (^ l )^ l ) [F20 , U - ' F U ] - = U - \ { K { S i ) ^ l ) [ U { F 2 ^ 1 ) U - \ F ] _ ) U 
c U-^K{8123)U = K{S). 
By 3.1.7(4) and 3.2.7, [ F u < ^ l , U - ^ F U ] - is an 0-connection on 8. By 3.1.7(3), 
{ K { 8 u ) ^ l ) [ F u ^ l , U - ^ F U ] - C K(^ ) . Hence A i [ F u ^ l , U - ^ F U ] - C K{8) . 
Now applying the Kasparov technical theorem gives two positive elements 
M , N of degree 0 in B(^) such that 
M + N = 1 ， M A i C K{S), NA2 C K{S), and [ M , A ] C K ( ^ ) . 
Set F' = M2P1 + Niu-^FU G M{8) and ^ = {8, +i.F'). B y the proper t ies of 
M , and N , we have 
[01, F'] = [ | i ( a ) , M i ] # i + M2[|1(a), #1] + 
[^i{a),Ni]U-^FU + 7Vi[|i(a), U'^FU] e K(^), Va G A 
and 
F'2 — 1 = M # i + N U ' ^ F ^ U — 1 mod K(^ ) . 
Hence ( i ^ ' 2 _ i ) | i W =似 ( 0 ^ ? — 1 ) ( ^ « ) )念1 )会1士# " - 1 (沪—1 ) " &问〔 K ( Q 
for all a in A. Since F' is self-adjoint, {F' - F ' * )0 i (a) = 0 for all a in A. Hence 
€' G E(A, B). As in the proof of theorem 3.1.11, F' is an F3-c0nnecti0n. Since 
'F12(8)l, U~^FU]- is an element i n A2, for any a i n A, 
[Fu<^l,F'] 
=M^([F12, F i (g ) l ] 0 l )M^ + 7Vi[Fi2(^l, U-^FU]+N'^ mod K ( ^ ) 
Since Su is a Kasparov product of 81 by 82, 
((;^i(a)(g)l)[Fi2,Fi0l]((/>i(a*)0l) > 0 mod K(^12); 
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therefore, we have 
〜 〜 
0 i ( a ) [ F i 2 0 l , F ' ] 0 i ( a * ) > 0 mod K{8), Va G A. 
Thus (B' is a Kasparov product of ¢12 by ¢3. 
Finally, we need to show that ^ 〜oh ^'- Note that for any a in A, 
^i(a)[U-'FU,F%(a*) 
=^M^i(a)[U-^FU, Fi]Ma*)Mi + 
Ni^i(a)[U-^FU, U - ' F U ] M a * ) N i m o d K{6). 
Since ¢123 is Kasparov product of €1 by €23, 0i(a)(g)l[F, Fi(g)l]0i(a*)(8)l > 0 
mod K(^123). Hence Ma)[U-^FU,F']^i{a*) > 0 mod K{S) for any a in A. 
By 2.1.21，€'〜oh ¢- We complete the proof. • 
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